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NRRS (nonrepeatable SPAR runstream)
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Numerous approaches have been documented for combining optimization techniques
with an analysis capability (e.g., refs. 1 to 3). The approach documented in this
paper is a particular implementation of the method for combining analysis and optimi-
zation techniques with applications to structures (ref. 4). This method, called the
programming structural synthesis system (PROSSS), comb~nes a large, general purpose,
finite element program for structural analysis, SPAR (ref. 5), with a large, general
purpose, optimization program, CONMIN (ref. 6) and several, small, problem-dependent
FORTRAN programs and subroutines which must be written by the user to interface the
analysis and optimization programs. All of the programs are connected by a network
of control cards in the standard, Control Data Corporation CYBER Control Language
(CCL), documented in reference 7. Familiarity with the theory behind this method
(ref. 4) and with the software (documented in refs. 5 to 7) is a prerequisite for
understanding the remainder of this document.
This particular implementation of PROSSS is only the first step in a series of
implementations. Other implementations are intended to give the user easier access
to intermediate results and more control over the flow of the problem, as well as a
capability for interactive modeling and data generation (ref. 8). Another implemen-
tation includes incorporating PROSSS entirely within the Engineering Analysis
Language (EAL, ref. 9) computer program to simplify the maintenance, control, and
data management aspects.
This paper describes a particular implementation of PROSSS. First, an overview
is given which explains PROSSS in general with respect to this implementation. The
second section describes how the input data are prepared. Next, each component of
the system is explained in detail. These components include options, procedures,
programs and subroutines, and data files used in this implementation. Finally, an
example exercise for each option is given to allow the user to anticipate the type of
results which might be expected. The appendixes contain annotated listings and flow-
charts to clarify the descriptions of the components of the system presented within
the body of this paper.
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate one method for implementing a flex-
ible software system combining large, complex programs with control language and
small, user-supplied, problem-dependent programs. It is not intended to be a self-
contained user's guide for PROSSS.
Identification of commercial products in this report is used to adequately
describe the model. The identification of these commercial products does not con-
stitute official endorsement, expressed or implied, of such products or manufacturers
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
2 OVERVIEW OF THIS IMPLEMENTATION OF PROSSS
This implementation of the programming structural synthesis system (PROSSS)
combines a general purpose, finite element computer program for structural analysis
(SPAR), a state-of-the-art optimization program (CONMIN), and several user-supplied,
problem-dependent computer programs. All of the programs are connected by the stan-
dard CCL. The results are flexibility of the optimization procedure organization and
versatility of the formulation of constraints and design variables.
A flowchart of the analysis-optimization process for this implementation is














Figure 1.- Basic flow of PROSSS.
the mass defined in terms of a set of design variables, such as cross-sectional
dimension of a structural member. This member is subject to a set of constraints
such that stress must be less than some allowable value. Notice that the analysis
and optimization programs are executed repeatedly by looping through the system until
the process is stopped by a user-defined termination criterion. This part of the
system is referred to as the repeatable part of PROSSS. However, some of the analy-
sis, such as model definition, need only be done one time and the results saved for
future use. This analysis is performed outside of the loop and referred to as the
nonrepeatable part of PROSSS. The user must write some small FORTRAN programs (e.g.,
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front processor and end processor) to interface between the analysis and optimization
programs. The front processor converts the design variables output from the opti-
mizer into a suitable format for input into the analyzer. The end processor
retrieves the behavior variables (i.e., stresses or deflections due to loads) from
the analysis program, evaluates the objective function and constraints, and option-
ally retrieves and evaluates their gradients. These quantities are output in a
format suitable for input into the optimizer. These user-supplied programs are
problem dependent, because they depend primarily upon the finite elements being used
in the model.
Five options for organizing optimization procedures by combining nonlinear or
piecewise linear programming methods with analytical or finite difference gradients
are shown in table I. Each option is controlled by a complex eeL sequence of com-
mands. These commands are modularized in the form of procedure files and perform the
TABLE I.- OPTIONS FOR OPTIMIZATION
Gradients computed
Method In eONMIN by External to eONMIN by
Finite difference Finite difference Analytical
Nonlinear programming 1• 1 1.2 1.3
Piecewise linear N/A 2.2 2.3
programming
functions of executing programs in certain sequences, such as if-test branching,
looping, and manipulating permanent and temporary files. Each procedure file is
written using structured programming techniques to aid in readability.
Although presented in the context of structural analysis, the same system con-
cept could be used for aerodynamic optimization of a wing, if SPAR were replaced by
an analyzer with a capability for computational aerodynamics. The system is intended
to be used in the following three basic ways:
(1) as a research tool for the development of optimization techniques that will
interface with an efficient analysis program
(2) as a research tool for testing new analysis techniques that will interface
with an efficient optimization program
(3) as an application tool that can be adapted to a wide range of problem types
3 STEPS FOR IMPLEMENTING PROSSS
The user has access to all of the files containing the components of PROSSS
(except SPAR and eONMIN), so that he can modify its programs, procedure files, and
flow organization. This capability for component modification makes PROSSS suitable
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for use as a research test bed. The following step-by-step description explains how
to start a new implementation using SPAR as the analyzer and CONMIN as the optimizer.
(Details of the files discussed are given in sec 4.)
1. Write a SPAR runstrearn (see sec 4.4.2) for the entire problem, execute it,
and verify the results. Save the SPARLA (see sec 4.4.3) as a permanent file.
2. Divide the SPAR runstream into the nonrepeatable and repeatable parts. The
nonrepeatable part contains the TAB (ref. 5) and ELD processors while the repeatable
part contains the rest. Execute the nonrepeatable part and save its SPARLA as a
permanent file with a different name than the one used in step 1.
3. Write a front processor and its input file CNMNIO. The input file contains
the design variables yielding the same structural parameters (behavior variables) as
those used as SPAR input in step 1. The front processor reads these design variables
and outputs them in a form suitable for input into the SPAR TAB processor. Execute
the front processor by using the procedure file PRCFPXX and verify the output file
SPFPOUT.
4. Execute the procedure files PRCFPXX and PRCANAL in this order. SPAR output
should agree with that obtained in step 1. Save the SPARLA from this execution as a
permanent file with name different from those used in steps 1 and 2.
5. Write an end processor and its input data file ENDN. The end processor con-
verts data output by SPAR on SPARLA in step 4 into objective function and constraint
data for input into CONMIN. Execute the end processor by using the procedure file
PRCEPXX and the SPARLA from step 4 as input. Verify the results on output file
CNMNIO.
6. Execute the procedure files PRCFPXX, PRCANAL, PRCEPXX in this order. Verify
that the CNMNIO file is the same as that obtained in step 5.
7. If the gradients are to be computed analytically, perform the following addi-
tional steps:
(a) Write input files INPT and, if needed, CONS required by the ,procedure
file PRCGRDS, and rerun step 2 by using these files.
(b) Execute the procedure file PRCGRDS using the SPARLA saved in step 4, as
input. Save the SPARLD as a permanent file. Verify the SPAR output
containing the desired gradient values.
(c) Expand the end processor written in step 5 to handle the gradients
available in the SPARLD saved in step 7(b). Execute the end processor
and verify its output file CNMNIO to see that its contents are
augmented by the gradient values.
(d) Execute the procedure files PRCFPXX, PRCANAL, PRCGRDS, and PRCEPXX in
this order and verify that file CNMNIO is the same as that obtained in
step 7(c).
8. Write an input file PCNPR containing the CONMIN control parameters. Set
ITMAX = 1 (Maximum iterations = 1).
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9. Write a file PSTRT containing the starting values of the design variables
(same as those used in step 3). Save this file as a permanent file.
10. Select an execution option.
11. In program CONMS1 or CONMS2 (EVALS and FSDS, if applicable), change the
dimension statements as required and recompile the program.
12. Write an input file for PROSCRS to convert the general names in the option
files (app. A) to specific, problem-dependent names.
13. Execute PROSCRS and verify that the output file CNMNIO is the same as that
obtained in step 6 or 7(d).
14. Relax the ITMAX = 1 restriction in the CONMIN control parameter file
PCNPR. Proceed with optimization. If option 2.2 or 2.3 (table I) is chosen, allow
completion of one linear stage and verify its results before continuing.
15. When the optimization is underway, periodically inspect the CONOUT file for
acceptability of the direction the process is taking.
After step 15 has been completed, only the input data files should be changed
for a different application to a problem of the same class. In this way, PROSSS is
executed like a "black box" because PROSSS is set up and debugged for a specific type
of application. All of its components, except the problem-dependent input data
files, are protected from unauthorized access. The user thus retains the freedom to
change input data as he studies a class of problems, but he cannot change the inner
workings of the system. Such restricted use is desirable in production applications,
because it facilitates the separation of responsibilities of a support staff special-
ist from those of the engineer user.
Using PROSSS as a black box is very simple. The user must create an input file
PROSSIN for a small program called PROSCRS. (See step 12.) This input file contains
the specific names and numbers to replace the general names in the option files
(app. A) to solve a particular problem (see sec 4.1). The first column of names,
each beginning in column 1, are the general names and the second column of names
and numbers, each beginning in column 11, are the specific names and numbers supplied
by the user. The first name in the input file must be the option number, thereafter








option number (11, 12, 13, 22, or 23)
1, if nonrepeatable part to be executed; 0, otherwise
name of runstream input to SPAR for nonrepeatable part, can be omitted
if NONREPT is 0
1, if fully stressed design is to be used for optimization program;
0, otherwise
file containing fully stressed design subroutines to be appended to
main program, can be omitted if FUSD is 0


















file containing end processor program
file containing front processor program
file containing input to end processor
file containing input to optimization program
file containing starting values for design variables
file containing restart values for optimization program, a transfer file
file containing data transferred to/from the optimization program
file containing cumulative output listing from the optimization program
SPAR library saved from nonrepeatable part
spar runstream for repeatable part
field length (octal) required for SPAR execution
file containing objective function and constraint data, a transfer file
SPAR library saved from repeatable part
file containing testing information for termination criterion
input file of constants such as the cross-sectional areas of beams
for user-supplied subroutines to analytically calculate the
gradients and the front processor
The following names can be omitted if options 1.3 or 2.3 (use of analytical




n, the number of subroutines supplied by the user to calculate
analytical gradients; one subroutine is needed for each element type
containing more than one design variable
file containing 2n subroutines supplied by the user for calculating
analytical gradients; can be omitted if n = 0
input file of control parameters for calculating analytical gradients
Once the input file, PROSSIN, has been created, it is input into the PROSCRS
program. PROSCRS creates three output files: a file of control cards; a file of
Text Editor commands (ref. 10) to replace the general names with the specific names;
and a file of Text Editor commands (ref. 10) to remove unwanted blanks in the preced-
ing file. The control file is rewound and executed after PROSCRS has completed. The
control file performs the following four functions: gets the PROSOPT file (see
sec 4.1) and copies the correct option onto file OPTION; edits the file containing
edit commands to remove the blanks; edits the OPTION file to change general names
to specific names; and starts the option executing.
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The program header card for PROSCRS is as follows:
PROGRAM PROSCRS (TAPE8, TAPE9, TAPE10, TAPE11)
where
TAPE8 is the input file of general and specific names
TAPE9 is the output file of control cards
TAPE10 is the output file of edit commands to change from general
names to specific names
TAPE11 is the output file of edit commands to remove blanks
Listings of PROSCRS, the input files, the control card file, and the edit file also
are presented in appendix A.
4 COMPONENTS OF THE SYSTEM
PROSSS is composed of a system of files consisting of four primary components:
option files, procedure files, program files, and data files. Each file is explained
in detail with annotated examples listed in the appendixes. For those files which
are problem dependent and supplied by the user, the descriptions are given with
emphasis on the way the files interface with each other.
4.1 Option Files
There are five option files in PROSSS (table I): options 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.2,
and 2.3. Options 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 use nonlinear mathematical programming, while
options 2.2 and 2.3 use piecewise linear programming. Option 1.1 uses gradients
calculated inside CONMIN. Options 1.2 and 2.2 use gradients calculated by the finite
difference method, while options 1.3 and 2.3 use analytically computed gradients.
Five procedure files, one for each of the five options, exist on file PROSOPT. These
procedure files consist of a sequence of control cards in CCL (ref. 7). Listings and
flowcharts of each option are shown in appendix B. The BEGIN cards in these
procedure files control the sequence of execution of the procedure files described in
section 4.2. No option procedures have any key words associated with them. Each
procedure does, however, have many general names within it. These general names are
replaced by specific names (using the Text Editor (ref. 10» before the option begins
executing. These names are described in detail in sections 4.2 to 4.4, and the
replacement process was previously explained in section 3. This process was chosen
over key word substitution because one BEGIN card (ref. 7) would not hold all the
necessary key words and no continuation card is allowed.
4.2 Procedure Files
PROSSS is controlled by nine procedure files, all of which are located on
a file named PROSPRC. The specific functions performed by the procedures are
(1) nonrepeatable model definition (PRCNRPT), (2) and (3) initialization (PRCINIT and
PRCGETF), (4) front processing (PRCFPXX), (5) optimization (PRCOPTM), (6) analysis
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(PRCANAL), (7) analytical gradient calculation (PRCGRDS), (8) end processing
(PRCEPXX), and (9) printing output (PRCEND). Each procedure consists of a sequence
of control cards in CCL (ref. 7). A procedure is called by a BEGIN statement.
Commented listings of each of the nine procedure files are shown in appendix C. Each
procedure begins with a header card containing a list of key words, if needed. Key
word substitution allows the user to substitute key words in the procedure body with
parameters specified on the BEGIN statement. Table II provides a quick reference for
each procedure file by giving the file name, the purpose, and the calling sequence.
TABLE 11.- PROCEDURE FILES IN PROSSS
File name Purpose File call command
PRCNRPT Executes nonrepeatable analysis program .PROC,PRCNRPT,NROPT,NRRS,FLX,I,NRLA.
PRCINIT Assembles user supplied programs and .PROC,PRCINIT,OP,A,B,NSUB,C,FSD,FSUB.
subroutines
PRCGETF Retrieves remainder of files needed for .PROC,PRCGETF,OP,F,E,CN,S,I,C,CT,RS,RGS.
execution
PRCFPXX Executes the front processor .PROC,PRCFPXX.
PRCOPTM Executes the optimization program .PROC,PRCOPTM,C,D,F.
PRCANAL Executes the repeatable analysis .PROC,PRCANAL,NRLA,FLX,SAUELD.
program
PRCGRDS Creates a runstream for input to the .PROC,PRCGRDS,NSUB,SAUELD.
analysis program, then executes the
analysis program and, optionally, a
post processor to find analytical
gradients
PRCEPXX Executes the end processor .PROC,PRCEPXX,BLK.
PRCEND Outputs important files .PROC,PRCEND.
4.2.1 Nonrepeatable Model Definition: PRCNRPT
This procedure PRCNRPT creates a SPAR library of the joint and element infor-
mation for the finite element model (app. C). If analytical gradients are required,
the derivatives of the stiffness and mass matrices with respect to the design vari-
ables are also computed and stored on the library. The procedure header card is as
follows:
.PROC,PRCNRPT,NROPT,NRRS,FLX,I,NRLA.









input file for analyical gradient calculation (see INPT)
SPAR library
4.2.2 Initialization: PRCINIT,PRCGETF
Two procedure files, PRCINIT and PRCGETF, are used in the initialization
process. The first, PRCINIT, gets the programs required for a particular option
(app. C). Some programs must be assembled using various user-supplied main programs
and/or subroutines, the names of which are passed through the header card. The pro-
cedure header card is as follows:
.PROC,PRCINIT,OP,A,B,BB,NSUB,C,FSD,FSUB.










main program for optimization
main program for end processor with no gradients
main program for end processor with gradients
number of user-supplied subroutines for analytical gradient calculation
file containing all user-supplied subroutines for analytical gradient
calculation. The first NSUB subroutines are combined with program
GNGRDRS. The second NSUB subroutines are combined with program
DRVSTRS. Each program is a physical record (not needed if NSUB is
zero)
1, implies fully stressed design is required; 0, implies no fully
stressed design is required
file containing fully stressed design subroutines (not needed if FSD
is zero)
The second procedure file PRCGETF, used in the initialization process retrieves
the remainder of the files required for executing a particular option (app. C). The
procedure header card is as follows:
.PROC,PRCGETF,OP,F,E,CN,S,I,C,CT,RS,RGS.






front processor program (see FPROC)
input file to end processor (see ENDN)
input file to optimization program (see PCNPR,CONPAR)
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S input files to optimization program (see PSTRT,STARTX)
I input file for analytical gradient calculation (see INPT)
C input file of constants for analytical gradient calculation (see CONS)
CT input file of constants for optimization program (see CNT)
RS SPAR runstream (no gradients, see NGRS)
RGS SPAR runstream (gradients, see RGS)
4.2.3 Front Processing: PRCFPXX
The procedure file PRCFPXX executes the front processor (app. C). The procedure
header card is as follows:
.PROC,PRCFPXX.
where PRCFPXX is the name of procedure file. There are no key words.
4.2.4 Optimization: PROCOPTM
The procedure file PRCOPTM executes the optimization program (app. C). The
procedure header card is as follows:
.PROC,PRCOPTM,C,D,F.




restart data for optimization program (see PCONRST)
transfer data to/from optimization program (see PCNMNIO)
cumulative output from optimization program (see SAVCOUT)
4.2.5 Analysis: PRCANAL
The procedure file
processor into the SPAR
program. (See app. C.)
listing. The procedure
PRCANAL merges the output file (SPFPOUT) from the front
runstream file (SPARRS) and executes the SPAR analysis
The initial SPAR input and output are saved for later
header card is as follows:
•PROC,PRCANAL,NRLA,FLX,SAVELD.





SPAR library from nonrepeatable part
field length (octal)
SPAR library for use by end processor
4.2.6 Analytical Gradient Calculations: PRCGRDS
This procedure file, PRCGRDS, creates a SPAR runstream and then uses SPAR and
a postprocessor (see sec 4.3.6.3) to SPAR to calculate stress derivatives when forces
and moments and derivatives of forces and moments must be converted to stresses and
stress derivatives. (See app. C.) The procedure header card is as follows:
•PROC, PRCGRDS ,NSUB, SAVELD.
where PRCGRDS is the name of procedure file, with key words:
NSUB
SAVELD
number of user-supplied subroutines for analytical gradient
calculations
SPAR library for use by end processor
4.2.7 End Processing: PRCEPXX
This procedure file, PRCEPXX, executes the end processor. (See app. C.) The
procedure header card is as follows:
.PROC,PRCEPXX,BLK.
where PRCEPXX is the name of procedure file, with key word:
BLK transfer data file (see BLOCK)
4.2.8 printing output: PRCEND
This procedure file, PRCEND, prints CONMIN and SPAR output files and SPAR run-
streams. (See app. C.) The procedure header card is as follows:
.PROC,PRCEND.
where PRCEND is the name of procedure file. There are no key words.
4.3 Program and Subroutine Files
PROSSS uses the following six types of programs during the analysis-optimization
process: analysis (SPAR), optimization (CONMIN), front processor (FPROC), end pro-
cessor (EPROC), control programs, and analytical gradient programs. The analysis
program SPAR and the CONMIN subroutine library are not given in the appendixes
because they are standard for the system and are documented in references 5 and 6.
The user does not have to create either SPAR or the CONMIN subroutine library.
Sample listings for all other programs, including the main driver program for the
CONMIN subroutine library, are shown in appendix D. Table III provides a quick
reference for each of the programs by giving the options and procedures in which the
program is used, whether or not the program must be created by the user, and a brief
comment about the function of the program.
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TABLE 111.- PROGRAM AND SUBROUTINE FILES IN PROSSS
Program (P) or user
subroutine (S) created Option(s) Procedure( s) Comment
name
SPAR (p) No All PRCNRPT,PRCANAL, Finite element structural analysis
PRCGRDS program and its data management
system.
CONMIN (S) No All PRCOPTM Problem independent set of
subroutines optimization subroutines.
CONMS1 (P) Yes 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 PRCOPTM Driver program for CONMIN optimiza-
tion. Has problem dependent
dimensioned variables in
blank common. (Nonlinear)
CONMS2 (P) Yes 2.2, 2.3 PRCOPTM Driver program for CONMIN with linear
extrapolation in lieu of full
analysis. Has problem dependent
dimensioned variables in blank
common. (Piecewise linear)
FPROC (P) Yes All PRCFPXX Creates a file of design variables
in a format meaningful for input
into SPAR.
EPROC (p) Yes All PRCEPXX creates a file of objective function,
constraints, and optionally, their
gradients in a format meaningful for
input into CONMIN.
EVALS (P) Yes 1.2, 2.2, 2.3 None, called from Computes finite difference
option file gradients. Dimensioned
variables are problem
dependent.
FSDS (p) Yes All PRCOPTM Replaces CONMIN. Modifies values of
initial design variables by means of
fully stressed design techniques.
Dimensioned variables are problem
dependent. Can be used as an
inexpensive means for finding start-
ing design variables.
FSDSUBS (S) Yes All PRCOPTM Subroutines used in conjunction
with FSDS.
SELECTS (P) Yes 1. 2, 1.3 None, called from· Determines if constraints are
option file active or violated.
RERITES (P) No 1.2 None, called from Copies design variables from
option file one file to another.
BLDELDS (p) No 1.3, 2.3 PRCNRPT Creates an input file for computing
gradients in the analysis program
in the nonrepeatble part.
GNGRDRS (P) No 1.3, 2.3 PRCGRDS creates an input file for computing
gradients in the analysis program in
the repeatable part.
DKDVE21 (S) Yes 1.3, 2.3 PRCGRDS Creates part of the input to compute
DKDVE22 gradients in the analysis program in
DKDVE23 the repeatable part. Computes
DKDVE43 derivatives of the mass and stiffness
matrices with respect to the design
variables. These subroutines are
used with GNGRDRS.
DRVSTRS (p) No 1. 3, 2.3 PRCGRDS Converts forces and moments and deriva-
tives of forces and moments to
stresses and stress derivatives.
BMSTRS (S) Yes 1.3, 2.3 PRCGRDS Computes stresses and stress deriva-
PLTSTRS tives for beam and plate elements.
(Subroutines)
4.3.1 Analysis Program: SPAR
4.3.1.1 Overall characteristics.- SPAR is a system of processors which perform
linear, finite element, structural analysis (ref. 5). It can compute static deflec-
tions, stresses, vibration frequencies and modes, dynamic responses, buckling loads,























Figure 2.- SPAR system organization.
and data flow. The individual processors communicate with a central body of informa-
tion known as the data complex. The data complex consists of one or more libraries,
which contain the data sets output from the different processors. Each data set has
a specific identifying name by which any processor can access it whenever it is
required as input for particular computations. A list of the SPAR processors and
their functions is given in table IV. The numeral next to the processor names refers
to the rows of table V. In table V certain operations performed in SPAR are defined
and the operation is broken down according to the type of variable and whether or not
the operation occurs in the repeatable or nonrepeatable part of PROSSS. Taken
together, tables IV and V show a division of the SPAR processors between nonrepeat-
able and repeatable parts. Processors without numerals are utilities for functions
such as plotting, printing, eigenvalue extraction, etc.
SPAR executes on a processor-by-processor basis. Each processor is executed by
a separate explicit command. A runstream consisting of a string of such commands
interlaced with the numerical input data is written by the user for a specific
problem. Runstreams are described in section 4.4.2. This modularity of SPAR





TABLE IV.- SPAR PROCESSORS
Processor
Function



































Creates data sets containing tables of joint locations, section
properties, material constants, etc.
Defines finite elements making up model
Generates sets of information for each element, including connected
joint numbers, geometrical data, material and section property
data
Adds stiffness and stress matrices for each element to set of
information produced by E processor
Analyzes element interconnection topology and creates data sets
used to assemble and factor system mass and stiffness matrices
Assembles unconstrained system stiffness matrix in sparse format
Assembles unconstrained system mass matrix in sparse format
Assembles unconstrained system initial-stress (geometric)
stiffness matrix in sparse format
Factors assembled system matrices
computes equivalent joint loading associated with thermal,
dislocational, and pressure loading
Computes displacements and reactions due to loading applied at
joints
Generates element stresses and internal loads
Prints information generated by GSF processor
Solves linear vibration and bifurcation buckling eigenproblems
Performs dynamic response analysis
Produces mass and stiffness matrices for systems comprised of
interconnected substructures
Computes eigenvalues and eigenvectors of substructured systems
Performs array of matrix arithmetic functions and is used in
construction, editing, and modification of data sets
Performs array of data management functions including display of
table of contents, data transfer between libraries, changing
data set names, printing data sets, and transferring data between
libraries and sequential files
Performs editing and printing of data sets which are in form
of vectors on data libraries
Produces data sets containing plot specifications
Generates graphical displays which are specified by PLTA processor
*This processor can operate in an update mode in the repeatable part.
(See sec 3.1 in ref. 5.)
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TABLE V.- NONREPEATABLE· (N) AND REPEATABLE (R) PARTS IN FINITE
ELEMENT ANALYSIS BASED ON DISPLACEMENT METHOD
Type of variable
Number Operation Cross-sectional Nodal Connectivity Element typedimensions coordinates
1 Define material properties N N N N
2 Define coordinates of nodes N R N N
3 Define each node's degrees of N N N N
freedom
4 Define loads N N N N
5 Define types of elements N N N R
6 Define cross-sectional dimensions R N N N
7 Define element-node connectivity N N N R
8 Compute elemental stiffness R R R R
matrices
9 Compute elemental mass matrices R R R R
10 Assemble structure stiffness matrix R R R R
11 Assemble structure mass matrix R R R R
12 Decompose stiffness matrix R R R R
13 Compute displacements R R R R
14 Compute loads on elements R R R R
15 Assemble structure geometrical R R R R
stiffness matrix
16 Compute stresses R R R R
17 Compute eigenvalues and eigenmodes R R R R
for vibration and/or buckling
4.3.1.2 Analytical calculation of gradients.- Gradients can be calculated in
SPAR by using runstreams established specifically for this purpose. The general
analysis capability of SPAR is augmented by this runstream to calculate structural
response derivatives for static displacements and stresses. The runstream is depen-
dent upon the types of elements used to model the structure. This method of calcu-
lating gradients for static analysis is represented in PROSSS by procedure files dis-
cussed in section 4.2.6.
4.3.1.3 SPAR data storage and retrieval.- A unique feature of SPAR relevant
to PROSSS organization is its set of data libraries. A group of data sets can be
assembled to form a named library. Subroutines documented in reference 11 are avail-
able to store and retrieve the SPAR library data sets. These subroutines can be
executed by FORTRAN CALL statements and, hence, can be used to make the SPAR data
storage accessible to non-SPAR FORTRAN programs.
4.3.2 Optimization Program: CONMIN
4.3.2.1 Overall characteristics.- CONMIN is a general purpose, optimization
subroutine library capable of solving linear or nonlinear constrained optimization
problems. The basic optimization alogrithm is the method of feasible directions. A
user's manual describing the program and its execution options (ref. 6) explains all
the control parameters used by CONMIN and the CONMIN execution modes.
In CONMIN, the objective function and the constraint functions must be con-
tinuous functions of the design variables. The design variables must also be con-
tinuous. Therefore, only these two types of optimization problems can be handled by
CONMIN and, consequently, by PROSSS.
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The CONMIN program organization, shown in figure 3, consists of a main program








SUB 1 SUB 2 SUB 3 SUB 4 SUB 5 SUB 6 SUB 7 SUB 8
Figure 3.- CONMIN program organization.
design variables and CONMIN control parameters. The computation of the constraints,
the objective function, and the gradients of both can be carried out in the main
program if the problem is computationally small. In PROSSS, this mode of operation
is used for options 2.2 and 2.3 (table I) by taking advantage of the simplicity and
speed of the linear extrapolation procedure. If the problem is large, the computa-
tion of objective function, constraints, and gradients is executed externally by
stopping the main program, performing the external analysis, and restarting the main
program. This mode of operation is used in all other options.
Actual optimization is carried out by the CONMIN subroutine library and is con-
trolled by a set of parameters input through the main program. The CONMIN subroutine
library also contains a set of the termination criteria. The user can select a
criterion from that set, and establish the numerical values associated with that
criterion by means of the input control parameters.
In PROSSS, the optimizer CONMIN appears in the form of
1. subroutine CONMIN and a set of associated subroutines
2. two versions of CONMIN main programs
(a) CONMS1, to be used with options 1.1, 1.2, 1.3
(b) CONMS2, to be used with options 2.2, 2.3
4.3.2.2 Program: CONMS1.- The program is problem independent except for the
blank common statement. (See app. D.) For a new application, the arrays in this
statement must be inspected and adjusted according to reference 6, if necessary, to
accommodate the problem size. The source CONMS1 must then be recompiled by the user,
and the binary code is used in execution.
The program functions are
1. read CONMIN control parameters from PCNPR the first time CONMS1 is
executed
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2. read analyzer output in the second and subsequent executions for
file CNMNIO
3. call subroutine CONMIN
4. output new vector of design variables for the optimizer on file CNMNIO
5. stop itself to permit the external analysis
6. write and save all data needed for subsequent restarts on file PCONRST
7. generate a message on file GONOGO to indicate that the nonlinear
programming (NLP) be stopped when subroutine CONMIN detects satisfaction of
its termination criteria



















4.3.2.3 Program: CONMS2.- The foregoing description of the program CONMS1
applies to CONMS2 with the following differences. (See app. D.)
The program functions are
1. read CONMIN control parameters from file PCNPR
2. read data for linear extrapolation analysis from file BLOCK
3. call subroutine CONMIN
4. execute the linear extrapolation analysis
5. repeat functions 3 and 4 until two changes in the objective function,
obtained by comparing results of three consecutive linear sta~es, are
smaller than a prescribed limit and generate a message to CCL that the
piecewise linear programming (PLP) outer loop should be stopped
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4.3.3 Front Processor Program: FPROC
This program does not exist in the PROSSS until it is coded by the user for a
specific problem. The front processor program must be compiled by the user, and the
binary code must be stored to be used in the PROSSS execution. The name of the
binary file must be supplied in the input file to PROSCRS. (See app. D for an
example of a front processor program.)
The program functions are
1. read the design variables output by CONMIN from file CNMNIO
2. calculate behavior variables using the design variables on file CNMNIO
3. output these behavior variables in a format meaningful for SPAR. (See
SPFPOUT in sec 4.4.3.)













4.3.4 End Processor Program: EPROC
This program must also be coded by the user. (See app. D.) The end processor
program must be compiled by the user, and the binary code must be stored to be used
in the PROSSS execution. The name of the binary file must be supplied in the input
file to PROSCRS.
The program functions are
1. read user-supplied constants defining limits imposed on the behavior
variables from file ENDN; these limits are to be used for the constraint
function evaluations
2. retrieve the SPAR output data sets (behavior variables and, optionally,
their gradients) from the SPAR libraries and store them in arrays
3. extract from these arrays the design variables to be used for the constraint
function evaluations and for computing the objective function
4. evaluate the constraints and the objective function and, optionally, their
gradients
5. output these quantities in NAMELIST form on file CNMNIO to be read by
CONMS1 or CONMS2 main programs (see the LINKE NAMELIST in app. D)
The SPAR libraries are in a special binary format accessible only by two FORTRAN
callable subroutines, DAL and FIN, which are used as standard parts of the end
processor code to carry out program function 2. These subroutines are documented in
reference 11. Both routines are used in SPAR and must be retrieved from the SPAR
relocatable subroutines and loaded with the end processor.
The end processor program card is as follows:











There are four problem independent control codes: EVALS, evaluates the finite
difference gradients; FSDS, incorporates the fully stressed design technique;
SELECTS, selects active or violated constraints; and RERITES, rewrites the design
variables to a new file.
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4.3.5.1 Program to compute the finite difference gradients: EVALS.- Its func-
tions are
1. read CONMIN control parameters supplied by user from file PCNPR
2. read the design variables from file PSTRT
3. stop itself to allow execution of the front processor/SPAR/end processor
sequence
4. restart - read (from file CNMNIO) and store the objective function and
constraint values
5. increment one design variable
6. restart - reset the design variable incremented in step 5 to its original
value
7. using the stored objective function and constraint values, compute the
finite difference gradients of these functions for the design variable
8. repeat steps 4 to 7 until all variables have been incremented
The program card is as follows:














See appendix D for a sample listing.
4.3.5.2 Fully stressed design (FSD) program: FSDS.- The program uses a fully
stressed design technique to modify the initial design variables. The program func-
tions are
1. read control parameters supplied by user from file PCNPR
2. read the design variables from file PSTRT
3. stop itself to allow execution of the front processor/SPAR/end processor
sequence
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4. restart - read values of the stress constraints from file BLOCK
S. change the design variables by FSD technique using the constraint values
6. repeat from 3
The program card is as follows:
PROGRAM FSDS (INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE8,TAPE7,TAPE9,TAPE11,TAPE10,TAPES = INPUT,
TAPE6 = OUTPUT)
All files are defined exactly the same as in the program CONMS1. (See app. D
for a sample listing.) The program calls a problem independent subroutine FSDSUBS
(also in app. D) that carries out FSDS function 5.
4.3.5.3 Program to select the active or violated constraints: SELECTS.- The
program functions are
1. read the constraints from file BLOCK
2. determine if the constraint is less than the constraint thickness
parameter for linear and side constraints and, thus, active or violated
3. if the constraint is active or violated, the analytical gradient of that
constraint is stored and a pointer is set in an array to denote whether
or not the constraint is active or violated








See appendix D for a sample listing.
4.3.S.4 Program to rewrite the design variables to a different file: RERITES.-
The program RERITES copies the design variables from CNMNIO to SO.
The program card is as follows:






See appendix D for a sample listing.
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4.3.6 Gradient Programs
There are three problem independent programs, BLDELDS, GNGRDRS, and DRVSTRS,
that aid in calculating analytical gradients. The first, BLDELDS, builds a file for
input into the analysis program to calculate the derivatives for the mass and stiff-
ness matrices with respect to the design variables in the nonrepeatable part of
PROSSS. The second, GNGRDRS, builds a file in the repeatable part for input into the
analysis program to compute the derivatives of the stresses and of the forces and
moments with respect to the design variables. The third, DRVSTRS, converts the
forces and moments and the derivatives of the forces and moments into stresses and
derivatives of stresses.
4.3.6.1 Program to create input file for computing gradients in the analysis
program in the nonrepeatable part: BLDELDS.- BLDELDS performs the following
functions:
1. Read control parameters supplied by the user from file INPT.
2. Read the input model data file for the analysis program from file NRRS.
3. Change all design variables in the file NRRS to unity and place on file
RSOUT.
4. Create remainder of file RSOUT to calculate the derivative of the stiffness
and mass matrices with respect to the different design variables.














Output file for error messages
See appendix D for a sample listing.
4.3.6.2 Program to create input file for computing gradients in the analysis
program in the repeatable part: GNGRDRS.- GNGRDRS performs the following functions:
1. Reads control parameters supplied by user from file INPT.
2. Creates the runstream to calculate the derivatives of the stiffness and the
mass matrices with respect to the design variables when an element (such as a beam or
plate) has more than one contributing factor. The program calls user-supplied sub-
routine(s) with any of the following names DKDVE21, DKDVE22, DKDVE33, and/or
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DKDVE43. These subroutines compute the derivatives of the stiffness matrix with
respect to a design variable for a particular element type in SPAR (e.g., E21 or
E43). The name(s) used depends upon the elements used in the finite element model.
If a subroutine is not used, it remains unsatisfied. Two integer parameters used in
naming the created data sets are passed to each subroutine. The first is the counter
for the design variable and the second is the number of unconstrained degrees of
freedom (fron 1 to 6). A listing of a sample DKDVE21 subroutine is shown in
appendix D.





the number of the design variables (first, second, third, etc.)
for which the derivative of the stiffness and mass matrices with
respect to the design variable is being calculated
number of degrees of freedom per joint squared
3. Create the remainder of the runstream and place on file RSOUT.
The program card is as follows:










Used in user-supplied subroutine
OUTPUT Output file for error messages
See appendix D for listing of GNGRDRS.
4.3.6.3 Program to convert forces and moments and the derivatives of forces and
moments to stresses and stress derivatives: DRVSTRS.- DRVSTRS performs the following
functions:
1. Reads control parameters supplied by user from file INPT.
2. Reads forces and moments and the derivatives of forces and moments from file
SPARLD, a library created by SPAR.
3. Computes stresses and stress derivatives using a user-supplied subroutine
named BMSTRS (for beams) or PLTSTRS (for plates). As before, if a name is not used,
it remains unsatisfied. Four integer parameters are passed to BMSTRS. They are
(1) a switch and (2) a counter, so certain computations can be skipped if they are
not needed1 (3) a block counter for accessing an arraY1 and (4) another switch to
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determine if the beam is the contributing factor to the stress derivative. The first
three parameters are also passed to PLTSTRS. A listing of a sample BMSTRS subroutine
is provided in appendix D.






a switch and a counter used to store certain beam data
(e.g., moments of inertia) and make certain computations only
on the first time BMSTRS is called from DRVSTRS
a counter to find the location in blank common for various data
items, depends on the number of beam elements
1, if beam is a contributing factor to stress derivatives 1
0, otherwise
4. The stress and stress derivatives are written on SPARLD for processing by the
end processor EPROC (sec 4.3.4).











OUTPUT Output file for error messages
See appendix D for a sample listing of DRVSTRS.
4.4 Data Files
There are five types of data files in PROSSS: input, model, transfer, edit,
and save. Sample annotated listings of each file are shown in appendix E. Table VI
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TABLE VI.- DATA FILES IN PROSSS
File Type Created by Storage Problem Program(s) Commentname
using file
PCONPAR, Input User Permanent Dependent CONMS1,CONMS2, Initializes values for optimization program
CONPAR EVALS
PSTART Input User Permanent Dependent CONMS1,CONMS2 Initializes design variables for optimization
STARTX program
,
PASS Input EDPASS1, Local Independent CONMS1,EVALS Test variable for first pass through system.
EDPASS2 Created by EDPASS1 file.
INPT Input User Permanent Dependent BLDELDS,GNGRDRS, Initializes values for gradient calculation
DRVSTRS
CNT Input User Permanent Dependent CONMS1,CONMS2 Objective functions and tolerance for
termination test
ENDN Input User Permanent Dependent EPROC Defines limits imposed on design variables in
end processor
CONS Input User Permanent Dependent GNGRDRS ,DRVSTRS Defines certain constants used in analytical
gradient calculation
NRRS Model User Permanent Dependent SPAR Nonrepeatable input runstream to analysis
program
SPARRS Model User Permanent Dependent SPAR Repeatable input runstrearn to analysis program
PCONRST Transfer programs Local Dependent CONMS 1 ,CONMS2 , Data saved for subsequent passes through
SELECTS optimization program. Created in
optimization program
BLOCK,BLK Transfer Programs Local Dependent CONMS 1,CONMS2, Contains objective function and constraint
EVALS,EPROC, data
SELECTS
PCNMNIO, Transfer Programs Local Dependent FPROC,CONMS1, Transfer design variable, objective function
CNMNIO CONMS2,GNGRDRS, and constraint data between optimization
DRVSTRS, EPROC, program and front and end processors
RERITES,EVALS
CHECK Transfer programs Local Dependent EVALS Created when analysis has been performed for
each design variable combination
GONOGO Transfer Programs Local Dependent CONMS 1,CONMS2 Created to terminate PROSSS
SPFPOUT Transfer program Local Dependent FPROC,SPAR Contains updated design variables for input
into analysis program
RSOUT Transfer Program Local Dependent BLDELDS,GNGRDRS, Input runstream to analysis program
SPAR
SO Transfer Program Local Dependent EVALS, RERITES Design variable information
SPARLA,SPARLB, Transfer Program Local Dependent SPAR, DRVSTRS, Data· library created by analysis program
SPARLC , SPARLD EPROC
EDPASS1 Edit External Permanent Independent None Initializes PASS variable to 1
EDPASS2 Edit External Permanent Independent None Reinitializes PASS variable to 1
EDIT1 Edit External Permanent Independent None Removes all but element connection data
from NRRS file
EDIT2 Edit External Permanent Independent None Prepares nonrepeatable RSOUT file for input
into analysis program
MERGFP Edit External Permanent Independent None Merges SPFPOUT file into SPARRS file
EDGRDS Edit External Permanent Independent None Prepares repeatable RSOUT file for input into
analysis program
SAVCOUT Save Program Permanent Dependent CONMS1,CONMS2 Cumulative list of data output from
optimization program
NRLA Save Program Permanent Dependent SPAR Data library output from nonrepeatable analysis
program
SAVSPLD Save Program Permanent Dependent SPAR,DRVSTRS Data library output from repeatable analysis
program
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provides a quick reference for each data file by providing the following information
about each file:
1. the name of the file
2. the type of file (e.g., input or model)
3. whether the file is created by the user, program, or external to PROSSS;
files created external to PROSSS, are created one time, stored on a perma-
nent file, and then accessed by any user independent of the application
4. whether the file is local or permanent
5. whether the file is problem dependent or independent
6. the programs that use this file
7. a brief comment about the file's function
4.4.1 Input Data Files
There are seven input files that primarily provide initialization data to the
various programs in PROSSS. (See app. E for sample listings.) These files are as
follows:
1. PCNPR (CONPAR) initializes variables used in the optimization program.
(Note: PCNPR is the name used in the generalized input files. See app. A.) It is
replaced by the specific problem dependent file name before the option is used.
CONPAR is the local file name into which the specific file is stored. It is in
NAMELIST format with the NAMELIST name CONPAR. A description of the variables can
be found in reference 6.
2. PSTRT (STARTX) is also read by the optimization program to initialize the
design variables. (See note about PCNPR and CONPAR.) It, too, is in NAMELIST format
with the NAMELIST name STARTX.
3. PASS contains one number. In the initialization process, the number is set
to 1 using the EDPASS1 file in section 4.4.4, signifying the first pass through the
system. After the first pass, the value is changed to 2 and different paths are
taken in the programs using PASS as an input variable. Options 1.2 and 2.2 (table I)
reset the value to 1 within the system using the EDPASS2 file also described in
section 4.4.4. PASS is also in NAMELIST format with the NAMELIST name PASSAGE.
4. INPT defines values used in analytical gradient calculation. INPT has two
card types. The first type has the format (6(1X,I4),1X,A4), consists of one card,






number of load cases
number of design variables
new starting number for load cases with derivatives




number of degrees of freedom
number of different element types in the model
a four character word to determine the type of
analysis (e.g., STAT,VIBR,BUCK)
The second type has the format (6(1X,A3,1X,I3,1X,I3», consists of one or




element type (e.g., E21,E43)
largest section property number used for that element type
number of design variables per element type
5. CNT is a file that initializes parameters for terminating the optimization
process. CNT is in NAMELIST form with the NAMELIST name CNT.
6. ENDN is a file that defines limits imposed on the design variables in the end
processor. ENDN is in NAMELIST format with the NAMELIST name EPIN.
7. CONS is a file supplied by the user to define certain constants such as the
cross-sectional dimensions of a beam used in analytical gradient calculation. Since
the file is only read by user-supplied subroutines, the format is also defined by the
user. See section 4.3.6 for more information.
4.4.2 Model Data Files
Model data files contain finite-element-model input data for the analysis
program SPAR. Two model data files, called SPAR runstreams, are used in PROSSS. The
first, NRRS, defines the model in terms of nodes and elements connecting those
nodes. This file is only used in the nonrepeatable part of PROSSS. The second model
file, NGRS (no gradients) or RGS (gradients), updates the data for elements used as
design variables and contains data for performing the analysis in the repeatable part
of PROSSS. Sample listings of NRRS, NGRS, and RGS are contained in appendix E.
4.4.3 Transfer Data Files
Transfer data files pass data among the various programs in PROSSS. These are
local files created within the system, and they are returned when the analysis-
optimization process is completed. The following transfer files exist in PROSSS:
1. PCONRST is a file in NAMELIST format with the NAMELIST name SAVE that takes
initial data from PCNPR and updates these data in each new pass through the
optimization program. In two options from table I (2.2 and 2.3), the BLOCK file
(described next) is used in place of PCONRST.
2. BLOCK or BLK is a file in NAMELIST format with the NAMELIST name BLK and
contains objective function and constraint data.
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3. PCNMNIO or TCNMNIO, CNMNIO (see note on PCNPR in section 4.4.1) is a file in
NAMELIST format with two NAMELIST names. Name LINKE contains the number of design
variables and their values. It is written by the end processor and read by the
optimization program. Name LINKF contains objective function and gradient infor-
mation. It is written by the optimization program and read by the front and end
processors. Two options (2.2 and 2.3) replace PCNMNIO with CNT file discussed in
section 4.4.1.
4. CHECK is created in options 1.2 and 2.2 when analysis has been performed for
each design variable and their combination, if this file exists (i.e., local), then
the optimization program is executed.
5. GONOGO is created when the objective function has not changed more than a
specified tolerance (see CNT file in section 4.4.1) in three passes. If this file
exists (i.e., local), the process is terminated.
6. SPFPOUT is created by the front processor and contains the updated design
variables. This file is merged into the NGRS or RGS file using the MERGFP files
described in section 4.4.4. The NGRS and RGS files are described in section 4.4.2.
7. RSOUT is an input file (runstream) for the analysis program similar to those
found in section 4.4.2. RSOUT is created twice in each of two options (2.2 and 2.3),
once in the nonrepeatable part and once in the repeatable part, and is used in
calculating the analytical gradients.
8. SO is identical to the PSTRT file discussed in section 4.4.1.
9. SPARLA, SPARLB, SPARLC, SPARLD are data libraries created by the analysis
program.
Sample listings of the transfer files are presented in appendix E. Files CHECK,
GONOGO, SO, SPARLA, SPARLB, SPARLC, and SPARLD are not listed, either because of
their length or because of their binary format.
4.4.4 Edit Data Files
Edit data files contain Text Editor (ref. 10) commands primarily for editing
files input to the analysis program. None are created by the user. The following
edit data files exist in PROSSS:
1. EDPASS1 creates the PASS file described in section 4.4.1 and initializes
the variable to 1.
2. EDPASS2 reinitializes the number in the PASS file to 1.
3. EDIT1 edits the NRRS file described in section 4.4.2 to remove all but
the element connection data.
4. EDIT2 edits the RSOUT file in the nonrepeatable part described in
section 4.4.3 to prepare it for input to the analysis program.
5. MERGFP merges the SPFPOUT file described in section 4.4.3 into the NGRS or
RGS files described in section 4.4.2.
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6. EDGRDS edits the RSOUT file in the repeatable part described in
section 4.4.3 to prepare it for input to the analysis program.
Sample listings of edit data files are contained in appendix E.
4.4.5 Saved Data Files
Three files are automatically saved for listing (SAVCOUT) and postprocessing or
restart purposes (NRLA, SAVSPLD). File SAVCOUT contains a cumulative list of all the
information output from the optimization program. File NRLA is a library of data
output by the analysis program in the nonrepeatable part of the process. File
SAVSPLD is a library of objective function, stress, and/or stress derivative
information output by the analysis program in the nonrepeatable part of the
process. File SAVSPLD is a library of objective function, stress, and/or stress
derivative information output by the analysis program in the repeatable part of the
process. These files are either too long or in a binary format and, therefore, are
not listed in appendix E.
5 SAMPLE EXECUTIONS OF PROSSS
Each option was executed, using the input files shown in appendix A, to
determine the final objective function (min. mass, kg) of the finite element model of
the fuselage shown in figure 4. The model is composed of 80 joints, 58 rods,
Clamped edge
352 degrees of freedom
Loading distributed on all joints
Edge SUbject
to load
Figure 4.- Fuselage model used for testing.
76 beams, and 56 membranes. There are 352 degrees of freedom. The three design
variables are the cross-sectional area of the transverse stringers (beams), the
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cross-sectional area of the longitudinal stringers (rods), and the thickness of the
panels (membranes). The design variables are handled by the optimizer in reciprocal
form to improve the convergence. Their initial recriprocal starting values are
0.05 cm2 , 1.0 cm2 , and 4.0 cm, respectively. The initial objective function is
5460.12 kg. Shown in table VII is a comparison of actual results (not reciprocals)
TABLE VII.- COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM DIFFERENT PROSSS OPTIONS
(table I) FSDOption 1.1 1.2 1.3 2.2 2.3 1• 1
Objective function, 6501.75 6398.91 6574.37 6350.10 6338.20 6362.39
minimized mass, kg
Design variables:
cm2 { 4.7364 8.4246 12.1567 1.2088 1.6722 1.CrosS-sectional area, 1.6333 1.5713 1.5563 1.5706 1.6215 1.6284
Thickness, em • 1 • 1 .1218 .1738 • 1 • 1
Run cost, $ 121 127 98 68 31 20
for each option. All final objective functions and design variables are within
reasonable limits. The piecewise linear approach is 50 to 75 percent less expensive
to execute than the nonlinear approach.
Langley Research Center





SAMPLE SETUP OF PROSSS FOR A SPECIFIC OPTION
This section contains listings of the source file PROSCRS, sample input files





C THIS PROGRAM CREATES A SPECIFIC OPTION PROCEDURE
C FILE FROM A GENERAL ONE.
C
C





















































SAMPLE INPUT FILES FOR OPTIMIZATION OPTIONS (TABLE I)
Option 1.1 with Option 1.1 with Option 1.2
nonrepeatable part fully stressed desi9TI
General Specific General Specific General Specific
POPT 11 POPT 11 POPT 12
{ Execute NONREPT 0 NONRE PT 0
NONREPT 1 nonrepeatable { Use fully FUSD 0FUSD 1 CONMIN CONMBlpart stressed design ENDPI EPFUBI
NR SPA RS{NOnrepeatable FSDSUB FSDSUBB FRNT FPFGBlNRRS
runstream CONMIN FSDB ENDN EPFUIN
FUSD 0 ENDPI EPFUBI PCNPR CONP13
CONMIN CONMBl FRNT FPFGBI PSTRT STRP3
ENDPI fPFUB 1 ENDN EPFUIN CONS CONS
FRNT FPFGB1 PCNPR CONPl NGRS RRSNG
ENDN EPFUIN PSTRT STRP3 PCONRST CONREST
PCNPR CONP1 CONS CONS PCNMNIO CNMNIO
PSTRT STRP3 NGRS RRSNG SAVCOUT REPC OUT
CONS CONS PCONRST CONREST NSPARLA NRLANG
NGRS RRSNG PCNMNIO CNMNIO FlENGTH 100000
PCONRST CONREST SAVC OUT REPCOUT BL I< BLOC I<
PC NMNI 0 CNMNIO NSPARLA NRLANG SAVSPLD REPSPLD
SAVCOUT REPCOUT Fl ENGTH 100000
NSPARLA NRLANG BLK BLOCK
FLENGTH 100000 SAVSPLD REPSPLD
BLK BLOCK
SAVSPLD REPSPLD
Option 1.3 Option 2.2 Option 2.3
General Specific General Specific General Specific
POPT 13 POPT 22 POPT 23
NONREpT 0 NONREPT 1 NONREPT 0
FUSD 0 NRRS NRSPARS FUSD 0
eONMIN CONMBl FUSD 0 CONMIN CONMB2
ENDPI fPFUB 1 eONMIN CONMB2 ENDPl EPFGBl
ENDP2 EPFGB1 ENDPl EPFUBI SUBS 1
SUBS ~INOEPB ) For gradients FRNT FPFGBI BINDEPB 8INDEPBBINOEPB ENDN EPFUIN FRNT FPFGB1
FRNT FPFGBl PCNPR CONP2 ENDN EPFUIN
ENDN EPFUIN PSTRT STRP4 PCNPR CONP2
PCNPR CONP13 CONS CONS PSTRT STRP4
PSTRT STRP3 CNT CNT INPT INPTT
INPT INPTT NGRS RRSNG CONS CONS
CONS CONS PCONRST BL OCI< CNT CNT
NGRS RRSNG PCNMNIO CNT NGRS RRSG
RGS RRSG SAVCOUT REPCOUT PCONRST BLOCK
PCONRST CONREST NSPARLA NRLANG PCNMNIO CNT
peNMNIO CNMNIO FLENGTH 100000 SAVCOUT REPCOUT
SAVe OUT REPCOUT BLK BLOCK NSPARLA NRLAG
NSPARLA NRLAG SAVSPLD REPSPLD FlENGTH 100000
FlENGTH 100000 SAVSPLD REPSPLD
















EDIT FILE CREATED BY PROSCRB
























The following are listings and flowcharts for each of the optimization options



















































































































































































































































































































EDIT OUT ALL BUT ELD INPUT IN RUNSTREAM
CREATE SPAR RUNSTPEAM TO FIND DERIVATIVES
EXECUTE SPAR AGAIN TO FIND DERIVATIVES OF







.* THE PROCEDURE CREATES A SPAR LIBRARY











































.* THIS PROCEDURE FILE CREATES PROGRAMS USED BY THf










































































.* THIS PROCEDURE FILE GETS All THE FILES REQUIRED FOR EXECUTING
.* A PARTICULAR OPTION
.*
.*

















































































































.* TEST TO SEE IF BEAM OR PLATE FORCES AND MOMENTS











































This is a main driver program for the CONMIN subroutine library.
PROGRAM CONMSICINPUT,OUTPUT,TAPf8,TAPE7,TAPEq,TAPEll,
1 TAPEI0,TAPE12,TAPE5-INPUT,TAPE6-0UTPUT)














































C FUNCTION AND CONSTRAINT VALUES
WRITEe7,SAVE)
WRITECQ,lINKF)
C WRITE CONTROl CARD STORED IN PROCFIlE GONOGO.
101 FORMATe*GOTo,2.*)
IF(IGOTO.EQ.0)WRITEC11,101)
C WRITE ON TAPE8 IF GRADIENTS ARE REQUIRED
IFCINFO.EQ.Z) WRITE(12,102)







This is a main driver program for the CNMIN subroutine library.
PROGRAM CONMS2(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE7,TAPES,TAPE9,TAPf10,
1 TAPEll,TAPE12,TAPES-INPUT,TAPE6-0UTPUT)


































C FUNCTION AND CONSTRAINT VALUES






























































This is an example listing of a front processor program.
PROGRAM FPFGS1(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE7,TAPE5-INPUT,TAPE6-0UTPUT)
C SPAR FRONT PROCESSOR READS DESIGN VARIABLES AND
C PRINTS THEM IN SPAR SECTION PROPERTY FORMAT
C FUSELAGE MADE OF ROD BEAM MEMBRANE ELEMENTS
DIMENSION X(50)
NAMELIST/LINKF/NOV,X
C NOV-NUMBER OF DESIGN VARIABLES
C X(NDV).DESIGN VARIABLES
C DV'S ARE X(l)·SECTIONAL AREA OF STRINGER RODS
C X(2)-NONOIMENSIONAL AREA OF BEAM







C WRITE E23 ELEMENTS
PRINT 200
200 FORMAT(* E23 SECTION PROPERTIES*)
PRINT ZOl,XIN1
201 FORMAT(* 1 *,F8.3)
C COMPUTE VALUES fOR OSY CARDS
C WRITE EZ1 ELEMENTS
PRINT 202










































C WRITE E41 ELEMENTS
PRINT 300,XIN3






This is an example listing of an end processor program.

































































































































1 TAPE10,TAPE5-INPUT,TAPE6 c OUTPUT)
























































C SOLVE FSD PROBLEM
CALL FSDSUB(X,DF,G,ISC,IC,A,S,Gl,G2,C,MS1,B,VlB,VUB
1,SCAl,Nl,N2,N3,N4,N5)
C FUNCTION AND CONSTRAINT VALUES
WRITEC7,SAVE)
WRITECq,LINKF)



















5 FORMATflH1,*OESIGN VARIABLES INTO FSOSUB ARE*,13flX,E13.5»
DO 1 I-I, NCON
GfI)-G(I)+l.
1 CONTINUF








XNEW-X (l) *Gf I)
IFfXNEW.lE.XO) GO TO 2
XO-XNEW
WRITE(6,12) I,G(I),XO
12 FORMAT(lX,*CONSTRAINT NUMBER *,I5/1X,*CONSTRAINT - *,E13.51




























































































C THIS PROGRAM CREATES A RUNSTREAM THAT WILL CREATE

















C NOEL-NUMBER OF ELEMENTS
C NOOV-NUMBER OF DESIGN VARIABLE ELEMENTS
C VORB-TYPE OF ANALYSIS CEX. BUCKLING)
C NDF-NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM PER JOINT
C El - ELEMENT NAMES CONTAINING DESIGN VARIABLES
C CEX. E2l)
C NSECT - LAST SECTION NUMBER USED FOR EACH DESIGN VARIABLE








2 FORMATC*[XQT TAB*I* UPDATE-l*)
C
C LOOP ON NUMBER OF ELEMENTS
C
00 30 I - 1,NOEl
C
C CALL SUBROUTINE TO UPDATE TAB BY SETTING DESIGN VARIABLES
C TO UNITY.
C KCNT RETURNS THE NUMBER OF POSSIBLE DESIGN VARIABLES FOR
C A PARTICULAR ELEMENT.
C KCNT-qq MEANS THE ELEMENT NAME IS BAD
C
CAll TABNPUTCELCT),NSECTCI),KCNT)














32 FORMATc*rXOT DCU*I* COPY 1,2*)
DO 35 I • 1,8
IFCI.GT.4) GO TO 33






34 fORMATt* DISABLE 1,*,A4,lX,A4)
35 CONTINUE
C
C SET COUNTER FOR TOTAL NUMBER OF DESIGN VARIABLES
C





C READ IN RUNSTREA~ AND CHECK fOR START OF A DESIGN VARIABLE
C













C SET ICNT • NUMBER Of POSSIBLE DESIGN VARIABLES FOR AN ELEMENT
C
C















C SET UNIT - 20 IF ONLY ONE DESIGN VARIABLE PER FLEMENT







C CHECK FOR REPEAT OF ELEMENT NAME
C





C READ DATA FROM UNIT 21 AND WRITE DATA ON UNIT 20 OR 22






860 reNT - ISAVCNT
GO TO 870
87 READCZ1,50) CFOR(J),J-l,9)
870 IFCFOR(I).EO.XNSECT.OR.fORC1).EO.VNSECT) GO TO 88
















110 IFCICNT.NE.1) GO TO 120
C





CALL SUBROUTINE TO CREATE REMAINDER OF RUNSTREAM
lOOP ON POSSIBLE NUMBER OF DESIGN VARIABLES PER ELEMENT





























WRITE ON UNIT 20












C THIS SUBROUTINE CREATES TAB PROCESSOR INPUT FOR A RUNSTREAM
C DEPENDING UPON ELEMENTS USED.
C ALL DESIGN VARIABLES ARE SET TO UNITY.
C ICNT - NUMBER OF DESIGN VARIABLES FOR A PARTICULAR ELEMENT


















IF(ELNAME.EQ.E23.0R.ELNAME.EQ.E41.0R.ELNAME.EO.E44) GO TO 30
IFCELNAME.EO.E31) GO TO 30
IF(ELNAME.EO.E21) GO TO 50
IF(ELNAME.EO.E43.0R.ELNAME.EO.E33) GO TO 100
IF(ELNAME.EO.E22) GO TO 150
PRINT 20,ELNAME
20 FORMATC* ELEMENT NAME *,A3,* DOES NOT EXIST*)
GO TO 210
c
C ELEMENT NAMES E23 , E31 , E41 , E44








C ELEMENT NAME E21
C ICNT - 4
C
50 DO 90 I • 1,4
















C ELEMENT NAMES E33 , E43





100 DO 140 I - 1,12




























C ELEMENT NAME E22
C tCNT - 21
C
150 00 200 I • 1,21




















C THIS SUBROUTINE CREATES REMAINDER OF RUNSTREAM










DMDV DIAG 0 I AND
DKDV SPAR 25 I









DATA DEM/I0HDEM OIAG 01
DATA KSP/7HK SPAR 1
DATA CHA/9HCHANGE 2,1
DATA COP/9HCOPY 1,Z 1
DATA BA/ZHIX,ZHIY,2HDA,ZHJOI
DATA TNAMEl/4HDEF ,4HGD ,4HGTIT,4HELTS,4HNS ,4HKMAP,
1 4HAMAP,4HMASK,4HDIR I
DATA TNAMEZI3*4H ,4HMASK,3*4H ,4HEfIl,4H ,
DATA DMDV,DKDV,SPAR/4HDMDV,4HDKDV,6H SPAR I
DATA DIAG/6H DIAG I
JCNTDV - ICNTDV
C
C XQT E , EKS , TOPO , K , DCU
C
WRITECZO,lO)
10 FORMATC*rXQT E*I*rXQT EKS*I*rXQT TOPO*I*rXQT K*I*CXQT DCU*)
C
C DISABLE DATA SETS
C
DO 30 I - 1,9
IFCI.EQ.8) TNAMEI(8)-TNAME
IFCI.EQ.1.0R.I.EQ.Z.OR.I.EQ.3.0R.I.EC.9) TNAME2CI)-TNAME
WR.I T,E< 20,20) TNAME 1 CI), TNAME2 CI)
20 FORMATC* DISABLE 1,*A4,2X,A4)
30 CONTINUE
C





IFCICNT.NE.4) GO TO 31
DDV-BACJ)
GO TO 39



























C THIS SUBROUTINE RfMOVES THE LEADING BLANKS FROM EACH







IF eEOF e23» 7, 3
3 IF(DATIN(l).NE.BLANK) GO TO 50
DO 6 I • 2,80





















C THIS PROGRAM CREATES A REPEATABLE SPAR RUNSTREAM
C FOR CALCULATING DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO
C DESIGN VARIABLES. THE SIZE OF THE RUNSTREAM VARIES
C WITH THE NUMBER OF LOAD CASES (NOLC) AND THE
C NUMBER OF DESIGN VARIABLES(NODV).
C














C NOEL. NUMBER OF DIFFERENT ELEMENTS
C NOlC. NUMBER OF LOAD CASES
C NODV· TOTALNIJMBER OF DESIGN VARIABLES
C ISNOLC - STARTING NUMBER FOR DERIVATIVE LOAD CASES
C NDF. NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM PER JOINT
C NORB - TYPE OF ANALYSIS (EX. BUCKLING)
C JOINTS - NUMBER OF JOINTS IN THE MODEL
C NODVPE - NUMBER OF DESIGN VARIABLES PER ELEMENT










C DETERMINE IF THERE IS A E21 , E22 , E33 , OR E43 ELEMENT
C
ICNTDV • 1
DO 168 I • I,NOEL
JJ - NODVPE(I)
DO 160 J • 1,JJ
IF(EL(!).EQ.E21) GO TO 161
IFCEL(I).EQ.F22) GO TO 163
IFCEl(!).EQ.E43) GO TO 164





























FORMAT(* SYSVEC;UNIT VEe*l* 1-1; J-l,*,I8,*J 1.0*/
1 * DEFINE UN-UNIT VEC*)
DO 200 I - 1,NODV
WRITf(10,180) 1,1
fORMAT(* DEFINE W*,I3,*-OMDV DIAG 0 *,13)
CONTINUE
DO 2S0 I - 1,NODV
WRITE(10,220) 1,1




DO 300 I - 1,NOOV
WRITEOO,270) I






























C FIND APPLIED FORCES AND MOMENTS
C
WRITEnO,2)
2 fORMAT(*rXOT AUS*,* OUTlIB-3*)
DO 4 I - l,NOlC
WRITEnO,3) 1,1
3 FORMAT(* DEFINE F*,I2,*-STAT DISP *,12* 1*)
4 CONTINUE
DO 6 I - 1,NODV
WRITE(l0,5) r,NDF,I
5 FORMAT(* DEFINE L*,I3,*-OKDV S~AR *,12,14)
6 CONTINUE
DO 10 I - 1,NOLC
NWNOlC-I+ISNOlC
WRITE(10,7) NWNOLC
7 FORMAT(* ALPHA; CASE TITLE *,13)
DO 9 J - l,NODV
WRITE(10,S) J,I,J







6006 FORMAT(* OUTlIB-3 *)
DO 1010 1 • 1,NOlC
NWNOlC-I+ISNOlC
DO 1n05 J - 1,NODV
WRITE(10,1003) NWNOLC,J,J,I
1003 FORMAT(* APPl FORC *,13,13,*- ~RODUCT(-l.O t*,I3,*,1.O F*,I2,*)*)
1005 CONTINUE
1010 CO~T.INUE
DO 15 I = 1,NOlC
NWNOLC-I+ISNOlC
IF(NODV.EO.l) GO TO 50
IF(I.EO.i) WRITE(10,2009)
2009 FORMAT(* INLIB-4*'* OUTlIB-3*)




DO 40 K • 1,ITOP
L-K+J-l
WRITE(10,lZ) K,NWNOlC,L

















46 FORMATC. APPL FORe *,13,* 1-UNIONCZIO)*)
15 CONTINUE
C
C FIND STRESS AND DISPLACEMENT DERIVATIVES
C
50 DO 32 1 - l,NOlC
WRITEC10,16) NQOV
16 FORMATC*rXQT SSOL*I* RESET Ll-l,L2-*,I3)
NWNOLC-I+ISNOLC
WRITECIO,17) NWNOLC
17 FORMATC* RESET OLIS-3*1* RESET SET=*,13)
WRITFClO,18)
18 FORMATC*rXOT VPRT*,* LIS-3*)
WRITECIO,1Q) NWNOLC
lQ FORMATC* PRINT APPL FORC *,13)
WRITFCIO,ZO) NWNOlC
20 FORMATC* PRINT STAT DISP *,13)
IFCVORB.EQ.BUCK) GO TO 400
WRITEC10,21) NOOV
21 FORMATC*[XQT GSF*I* RESET L1-1,lZ-*,I3/* RESET QlIB-3*)
WRITEC10,22) NWNOLC
22 FORMATC* RESET SET-*,I3)
WRITECIO,23) NOOV
23 FORMATC*rXOT PSF*I* RESET Ll-l,l2-*,13/* RESfT OLIS-3*)
WRITECI0,24) NWNOlC
24 FORMATC* RESET SET-*,13)
GO TO 25




400 IOV - 0
DO 470 J - 1,NOEL
NOOVEL - NOOVPECJ)






425 FOPMATc*rXOT GSF*,. RESET EMBED-I*)
WRITECID,430' IDV,IDV,NWNOLC









450 FORMATC* CHANGE I,KG SPAR *,13,* O,DKG SPAR *,13,14)
WRITfCI0,455) NDf,IDV






26 FORMATC* CHANGE 3,STAT OISP *,13,* 1,00IS orsp *,13,* 1*'
C







DO 211 lL - 1,NOSECT
IDV-IDV+l
DO 27 KK - 1,NOEl
IFCELCKK).EO.E21' GO TO 29
IFCELCKK'.EQ.E22) GO TO 29
IFfELCKK).EO.E43' GO TO 29
IFCELCKK).EO.E33) GO TO 29
WR.IlEClO,28) ElCKK),NWNOLC,IDV,ELCKK),NWNOLC,IDV
28 FORMATC* CHANGE 3,STRS *,A3,214,*,DSTR *,A3,2I4)
WRITECI0,285) ELCKK),NWNOLC,IDV
285 FORMATC* COpy 3,4 DSTR *,A3,214'
GO TO 21
C
C STORE BEAM CROSS DERIVATIVES
C
29 WRITEC10,290' ElCKK),NWNOLC,IDV,FLCKK),NWNOlC,IDV
290 fORMATC* CHANGE 3,STRS *,A3,2I4,*,DFAM *,A3,2I4)
WRITECIO,292) ELCKK),NWNOLC,IDV










00 333 I • 1,NOOV
WRITEHO,332) I
332 FORMATC* COpy 1,4 OBJF G*,I3)
333 CONTINUE
WRITEClO,33)









3 FORMAT(* DEFINE A1-0KDA SPAR *,12,14/* DEFINE AZ-DKIX*
1 * SPAR *,12,14)
WRITE(10,4)NDf,NDVJIM,NDF,NDVJIM
4 FORMAT(* DEFINE A3-0KIY SPAR *,12,14/* DEFINE A4-DKJO*
1 * SPAR *,12,14)
WRITE(10,203)NDVJIM,NDVJIM
203 fORMAT(* DEFINE BI-DMDA DIAG 0 *,13/* DEFINE Bl-DMIX*
1 * DIAG 0' *,13)
WRITE(10,204)NDVJIM,NDVJIM
204 FORMAT(* DEfINE B3-DMIY DIAG 0 *,13/* DEFINE E4-0MJO*































































































C READ IN AND SET UP INITIALIZATION VALUES
C








































































208 FORMATC* DMOV OIAG 0*,I3,+-SUM(Tl,T2)+)
WRITECIO,209)







1 ,TAPE15,TAPE16,OUTPUT a 65,TAPE6 a OUTPUT)
C
C THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE STRESSES AND STRESS DERIVATIVES
C FOR SPAR BEAM ELEMENTS USING SPAR LIBRARIES AS INPUT.
C
C THE STRESSES ARE COMPUTED FROM SPARlA USING DATA SET
C FAMS MASK I 1 WHERE I a 1 TO NOlC
e THE STRESSES ARE WRITTEN BACK ONTO SPARLA USING DATA SET
C STRS MASK I 1 WHERE I - 1 TO NOLe
C
C THE STRESS DERIVATIVES ARE COMPUTED FROM SPARLC USING DATA SET
C DFAM MASK I J WHERE I - ISTRTLC TO ISTRTLC+NOLC AND J - 1 TO NODV
e THE STRESS DERIVATIVeS ARE WRITTEN BACK ONTO SPARLC USING DATA SET








e READ INPUT VALUES
C
C NOEL IS THE NUMBER OF DIFFERENT ELEMENTS
C NDF IS THE DEGREES OF FREEDOM PEP JOINT
C VORB IS THE TYPE OF ANALYSIS (EX. BUCKLING)
C JOINTS IS THE NUMBER OF JOINTS IN THE MODEL
C NOLC IS THE NUMBER OF LOAD CASES
C NODV IS THE NUMBER OF DESIGN VRIABLES
C ISTRTlC IS THE STARTING NUMBER FOR THE DERIVATIVE LOAD CASES










C LOOP ON THE NUMBER OF LOAD CASES
C
DO 4 NCNTlC • 1,NOLC
C
C LOOP ON NUMBER OF ELEMENTS
C





C CHECK FOR EZl,E22,E33,E43 ELEMENT
C
IF(ElCISTRS).EO.E21.0R.El(ISTRS).EO.E43.0R.
1 El(ISTRS).EO.EZZ.OR.EL(ISTRS).EQ.F33) GO TO q
GO TO 10
9 NOOVEl - NOOVPE(ISTRS)
C
C SFT NUMBER OF STRESS OR STRESS DERIVATIVES TO BE WRITTEN
C
IF(EL(ISTRS).EO.E21.0R.El(ISTRS).EO.EZZ) IWRDCNT • 8
IF(El(ISTRS).EO.E43.0R.El(ISTRS).EO.E33) IWROCNT - 4
C
C lOOP ON NUMBER OF DESIGN VARIABLES PER ELEMENT
C










C CAll $URROUTINE TO WRITE STRESSFS ON SPAR LIBRARY
C
C











1 EL(ISTRS).EO.E22.0R.EL(ISTRS).EQ.E33) GO TO 19
GO ,T 0, 3












C SET NUMBER OF STRESSES AND STRESS DERIVATIVES TO BE WRITTEN
C
IFCELCICNTDV).EO.EZ1) IWRDCNT - 8
IFCELCICNTDV).EO.E43) IWRDCNT - 4
c
C lOOP ON NUMBER OF DESIGN VARIABLES PER ELEMENT
C
DO ZO JK - 1,NODVEL
C


















C SUBROUTINE TO WRITE STRESS AND STRESS DEPIVATIVE




C SET UP BLOCK SIZES












IFCI2.GT.LB3) GO TO 66
C










C WRITE STRESSFS OR STRESS DERIVATIVES ONTO SPAR LIBRARY
C
66 CALL RIOCNU,lO,2,KADR3,ZCl),LB3)








C SUBROUTINE TO READ SPAR LIBRARY,STORE DATA, AND









































C STORE FORCES AND MOMENTS IF ISTRS EO 1








IFlKCNT.NE.1) GO TO 31
IFlISW.NE.l) GO TO 31
c
C STORE AREA, MOMENTS OF INERTIA, AND V VALUES If





DO 3 K - 114






C FIND DERIVATIVE OF Y VALUES IF NEEDED
C
C






































00 200 II - 1,2
DO 100 I • 1,4
ICNT-rCNT+!
C





C IF AREA OF BEAM IS A CONTRIBUTING FACTOR TO STRESS
C DERIVATIVES AND ISTRS EO 1 THEN CALCULATE THE FACTOR
C AND STORE ON UNIT 16
C








C If AREA OF BEAM IS A CONTRIBUTING FACTOR TO STRESS
C DERIVATIVES AND ISTRS EO 2 THEN READ FACTOR OfF UNIT 16















































































Card type 1 Number of load cases = 1, Number of design variables = 3,
Starting number for load cases = 100, Number of joints = 80,
Number of nonzero degrees of freedom = 5,
Number of different element types = 3,
Type of analysis = STAT
Card type 2 Element names E23, E21, E41
Last section number for each element 1,1,1
























E23AL, E21AL, E41AL are limits
on the design variables
NSE23, NSE21, NSE41 are the











Input values to calculate the derivative
of the stiffness and mass matrices with
respect to the design variable
Cross-sectional dimensions of a beam
(See ref. 2 for more detail.)
APPENDIX E
MODEL DATA FILES
NRRS (nonrepeatable SPAR runstream)
rXQT TAB
START 80, 5$ ROTATIONS ABOUT Y EXCLUDED
TITLE" FUSELAGE MOOEL,FSPARI
TEXT
" MEMBRANE-ROO-BEAM FUSELAGE MODEL
"NONREPEATABLE PART
JlOC$ fUSELAGE DIA. 800. CM.,LENGTH-eoo. CM.
fORMAT-2$CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES
1 400. o. o. 400. 337.5 o. 16 1 5
16 400. O. 800. 400. 337.5 800.
MREF
fORMAT-2
1 -2 O. O. 10000000.
2 1 O. O. 10000000.
MATC
1 .72+6 0.3 .0028 22.-6$ Al-ALLOY,METRIC UNITS
E23 SECTION PROPERTIES 'ROD ELEMENTS
1 4.168$AREA OF THE RODS
E21 SECTION PROPERTIES$BEAM FLEMENTS
DSY 1 16804. O. 1262.7 O. 108. 144. O. 6.0784 O. O.



































1 2 2 16 2 1·6 ,

















1 17 18 2 2 16 1 $
49 65 66 50 2 16 1$
17 33 34 18 1 1 2 2 16$
23 39 40 24 1 1 9 2 16$
32 48 33 17~
















NGRS (repeatable SPAR runstream)
Static deflection and stress computations
Update for new design variables
Print results
Generation of element matrices,










"MEMBRANE ROD BEAM FUSELAGE MODEL
"REPEATABLE PART WITHOUT GRADIENTS
UPDATE-l
$ MERGE NEW PROPERTIES HERE.
UPDATe-O







SYSVEC;APPlIED FORCES 1 )
I-1JJ-65Jb9J71J 10000. -20000. 20000. Applied loading definition
SYSVECiUNIT VEC
I-I; J-1,eOJ 1.0









PRINT APPL FORe 1 1





PR I NT 1 STR S
TOC 1
COpy 1,4 OBJF AUS 1 1 1
COpy 1,4 STRS E21 Ill. Copy data needed for end processor
COpy 1,4 STRS E23 1 1 f· to library 4 (SPARLD)
COPY 1,4 STRS E41 1 1 .
TOC 4
eXOT EXIT














• .6684432 1021 006E +04.
• .7216431032 2613E-01, .6591825639314 E+00. .6174661891815 3E +01, 0.0,
0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
• .72164310322613E-01, .6591 825639314E+00•• 6174661 8918153E+Ol, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
• -.99571653182067 E+00, -.95278668 7q 5628E +00, -.92977417601422 E+OO,
-.88108655172185 E+00. -.95601755236 89E+00, -.942802396831 72E +00.
-.747482165424 3lE +00, -.90032053 868088E +00. -.972 25 3368 35133 E+OO.
-.99283934965684 E+00, -.99897134994 753E +00, -.99261590906344 E+00.
-.89833768332524E+00, -.92285408009627E+00. -.78828474089686E+00,
-.9367007285 5566E +00. -. H3816 7425335 8E +00, -.880840546892 3E +00,
-.99425453634863E+00. -.99464221727485E+00, -.97411524169175E+00,
-.9145247242 3283E +00, -.96152 890B4078E +00. -.99689707221875 E+00.
-.951919494872 8E +00, -. 99H6680302 1 94 E+00. -.9118032727738 2E +00.
-.9922875 307293f +00. -.9788107713 8869E +00, -.9983817012253 8E +00.
-.84046126583635 E+00. -.92015808710 18lE +00, -.98060156268971 E+00,
-.88186594296228E+00, -.95838261295228E+00. -.99940133814644E+00,
-.lE+01, -,lE+Ol, -,lE+Ol, -.lE+Ol, -,lE+Ol, -,lE+Ol, -.IEtO},
-.lE +01, -. 73968974665649E +00, -.71 989H9093343E+00,




-. 66507304183887E +00, -.78599491 2 80269E+00, -. H96261 90341 01 E+OO,
-.90126251 27168E +00, -.685638 37392492E +00, -.4463019836318 3E +00,
-.24943260855685E+00, -.23938086529206E+00. -.38544758031867E+00,




-.7792 2095780907E +00, -.98521 7Z 387Z97ZE +00, -.980124514032 HE+OO,




- .995779 16131596E +00. -.99241746260864 E+00, -.99323 757570048E+00.
-.978056043562E+00, -.97767846314869E+00, -.98205964619667E+00,





-. 9995E +00, -. 9995E +00, -.99591 H8H4941 E+00, -.99957561 990303E +00,
-. n110348 37 2347 E+00, -.998E+00, -.99187821 009216E +00,
-.9895E+00, -.99454001647515E+00, -.992676288105E+00,
-.9209502 3976184E +00, -. 92095023Q76184E +00, - .9209502 39761 84E +00,
-.9995E+00, -.9995E+00, -.97841413909813E+00, -.98645886699162E+00,
-.998378781 97616E +00, - .995E+00, -.9801439644 7397E +00,
-.9865E+00, -.98815523639225E+00. -.98261657472901E+00,
-.87083655602638E+00, -.87083655602638E+00, -.87083655602638E+00,
-.98772025745439E+00, -.9995E+00, -.9995E+00. -.99052830345821E+00.
-.96460249550426 E+00, -. 96460249550426E+00. -. 992E +00. -. 99lE+00,
-.9905E+00, -.95444794958863E+00, -.95444794958863E+00,
-.97110348372347E+00, -.9895E+00, -.99187821009216E+00, -.9895E+00.
-.977906620684 3E tOO, -.920950239761 BitE +00, -.920950239761 BitE +00,
-.90929427774941E+00, -.90929427774941E+00, -.93422268454974E+00,
-.934892 58324666E +00, -. 95465946963056E +00, -.980143964473 97E+00,
-.9634331968 7055E +00. -.95760 171241116E +00, -.9605174546408 5E +00,
-.87083655602638E+00, -.84645516794456E+00, -.84645516794456E+00,
-.90391088 590332 E+00, -.90391088590332 E+00. -.95160618946586 E+OO,
-. 9599H59731 94ZE +00, -.97635013804871 E+00, -. 967E +00,
-. 9665E +00, -. 95026H8790877E +00, -. 95026798790877E +00,
-. 9636400H813 32E +00. -. 9088864116188lE +00, -.90888641161881 E+OO,
-.90781353009334E+00, -.90781353009334E+00, -.93221102031217E+00,
-.95876147078707E+00, -.95876147078707E+00. -.95876147078707E+00,
-. 96299999999999E +00, -.9753341912 7548E +00. -.9903981 902304E +00,
-.962 E+00" -.946277 ZZ499904E +00, -.92107688231724 E+00.
-.95852573485126E+00, -.86072846668075E+00. -.84284953818756E+00,
-.96 807400959003E +00, -.9255090730944 8E +00, -.77319198517722E+00,






-.920 51316831144E +00, -.55134478405896E +00, -.98148189029938 E+00,
-.92343523599538E+00, -.76120244650771E+00, -.71312757845834E+00.
-.9675548339999lE+00, -.94024365540109E+00, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.99571653182067F+00, -.95278668795628F+00, -.92977417601422F+00.
-.88108655172185E+00, -.9560175523689F+00, -.94280239683172E+00,
-.74748216542431 E+00, -.9003205386808 8E +00, -.97225336835133 E+OO.






-. 9QZ28 75307 293F+00, -.978810771388 69E +00, -.9983817012253 8F +00.
-.8404612658 3635E +00, -. QZ015 80871 01 81 E+OO. -.98060156268971 E+OO,
-.88186594296228 E+00, -.95838261295228 F+00, -.9994013 3814644F +00,
-.lE+Ol, -,lE+Ol, -.lE+Ol, -.lE+Ol, -.lE+Ol, -.lE+Ol, -,lE+Ol,
-.1E+01, -.73968974665649E+00. -.71989799093343E+00.
-. QZ 5H316511445E +00, -.62138 H1415929E +00. -.651061 Hl551 73E+00,
-. 920H32408 3 711 E+00, -.90775305520754 E+00. -.8959592459124 7E+00.
-. Be "73 784984657 E+00, -.89475684 3504Q6f +00, -. It 5413 763638575 F+OO,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.964 73035096325E+00. -.8 3B1530923177E +00,
-. 99946668264813E +00, -.9643406036644 9E +00,
-.99427773862803E+00. -.92572788669819E+00,
-.83214485071733E+00. -.75653906017337E+00,
-.82111 8 39595694 E+OO. -.964 74 726678 33 5E +00.
-.94761004466038 E+00. -.9967111 063002 8E +00,
-.9745791 8813098E +00. -.85051457820 339E +00,




-.lE+01, -.lE+01. -.lE+01, -.lE+01.
-.IE+01, -.lE+Ol, -,lE+Ol, -.lEtO},
-.8511666297607E+00, -.90946623369869 E+OO,
-.66952913185199E+00. -.66838998001038E+00,
-.911 85785808518 E+00, -. 90403Q1130704lE +00,
-.132587220 13038E +00. -.11265722125 307E +00,




-.694154 76505674E +00, -.726400008041 93E +00,
-.15156346082392F-02, -.80100634622976E+00,
-.87646444404299E+00, -.87021102392971E+00,
-.8700028211 07E +00, -.76978 718295792E +00,
-. 98413107002976E +00. -.995411194 20632E+00,
-.9619655144805E+00. -.98125718230776E+00,
-.94710682135374F+00, -.964 282560 561 8 3E +00,




-.975 70729368604E +00, -.9807055614462 4E +00,
-.94695508505965F+00, -.96583882604 775E+00,




-.99207662481 976E +00. -.991 97741745596E +00,
-.993608152 29007E +00, -. 98849999999999E +00,
-.996E+00, -.97280786237144E+00, -.98117781068303E+00,
-.9955E+00, -.9995E+00, -.99837878197616E+00,
-.96669896 713244E +00, -.9932775013292 3E+00,
-.965385905 56063E +00, -.985 49999999999E +00,
-.992 99999999999E +00, -.9595828082395 7E +00,
-.994276106411 99E +00. -. 9925E +00, -.9995 E+00,
-.96911460483604 E+00, -.9691146048360 4E +00,
-.98999999999999E+00, -.97110348372 34 7E +00,
-.9779066206843E+00. -.9730662044 76Ft 00,
-. QZ095023976184F +00, -. 90QZ9427774941E +00,
-.934222684 54974E +00, -. 98699999999999E +00.




-.95254819716267F +00, -.9525481971626 7E +00,
-.965 99999999999E +00, -. 96364007981332E +00,
-.90888641161681 F+00, -.9078135300933 4E +00,
-.93221102031217F+00. -.93221102031217E+00,





-. 91344119675966F +00, -.9346377509811 E+00,
-.92824400492308E+00, -.95831328884655E+00,
-.74575452666014E+00. -.71707517665897E+00.
-.970596082 04182F +00, -.74493866690 373E +00,
-.97103920979785E+00, -.92708465969783E+00,
-.72011 06346 5216E +00, -.8 2026460379756E +00.
-.90552503766282F+OO, -.96786456906414E+00.
-.8048184838361 E+OO, -.90943338823961 E+00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-. 96473035096325F +00. -. 83931530923177E +00,
-.99946668264813 E+00, -.964 34060366449E +00,
-.99427773862803E+00, -.9257278866981 9E +00,
-.8321448~071733E+00, -.75653906017337E+00,
-.82111 839595694E +00, -.96474 7266 78 33 5E +00.
-.94761004466038E+00, -.9967111063002 6E +00.
-.97457918813098E+00, -.65051457820339E+00,
-.65342643886951 £+00. -.911 99657662 Z2 4E +00.
-.94280095477 239E +00. -. 97Z 481 29706004 E+00.
-.99611579076635E+00. -.9854374724034 2E +00,
-.9974137775222E+00. -.83542566600255E+00,
-.lE+Ol, -.If+Ol, -.lEtOl, -.lEt01,
-.lE+Ol, -.IEtOI, -.lFtOl, -.lEtOl,
-. 8511666297607E +00, -.9094662336 9869F+00.
-.66952913185199E+00. -.86836996001036E+00,






-.24574418109944E+00, -,372 52 680700H6E+00, -,12777570831 n E+00.
-,6650730418 3887E +00, -,785 994n2 80269E +00. -, H962 61 90341 01 E+00,
-.90126251 27168E +00, -.68563837392492 E+00, -.4463019836318 3E+00.
-.24943260855685E+00, -.23938086529206E+00, -.38544758031867E+00,
-,68328205980549E+00, -,72550634975451 E+OO. -.71499687253023E+00.
-,8196886272 11 73 E+00, -,85820 315564034E +00, -, H9H62 3889693 E+OO,
-.83017223254 758E +00, -,74685239264 797E +00, -,78238030234334 E+00,
-,855 36227H5987E +00, -,84134 608903399E +00. -,86320178103 77E +00,
-.77922095780907E+00, -,98521723872972E+00, -,98012451403279E+00,
-.99446676229629E+00, -.96210799401357E+00, -,97034013339282f+00,
-,98156422450367 E+00, -.974559811 9568 3E+00, -.95360592271 773 E+00.
-.9738364192 9083E +00, -.9854667570178 5E +00. -. 9H90 507070 664 E+00,
-,975685722671 22 E+00, -,975971 2 22 90727 E+00, -.974563113800 3E +00,
-.99577916131596E+00, -.99241746260864E+00. -,99323757570048E+00.
-.97 80 560435 62 E+00, -,9776784 6314869f +00, -.9820596461966 7E +00,
-.971 9502694 78 35 E+00, -.9405182961 0329E +00. -.916112966686 5lE +00,
-,98669935028841E+00, -.98263149395566E+00, -,95592082158014E+00,
-.98117265101567E+00, -.91266273291119E+00, -,98976405401755E+00,
-,98755141653778 E+00. -,95667 596581468E+00, -,9482032 8914997E +00,
-,96235676947143E+00, -.98601945721173E+00, -.999E+00,
-,9995E+00, -.9995E+00, -,99591798H494lf+00, -.99957561990303E+00,
-,97110348372347E+00. -.998E+00, -,99167821009216E+00,
-,9895 E+00, -.994 54001647515E +00, -.992676288105 E+OO.
-.92095023976184E+00, -.92095023976184E+00, -.92095023976184E+00,




-,98772025745439E+00, -.9995E+00, -.9995E+00, -.9905283034582IE+00.
-.96460249550426E+00, -,96460249550426E+00, -.992E+00, -,991E+00,
-.9905E+00, -.95444794958863E+00, -.95444794956863E+00,
-,97110348372347E+00, -,9895E+00, -.99187821009216E+00, -,9895E+00,
-,977906620684 3E +00. -,920950 23976184E +00, -. 92095023976184E +00.
-,90929427774941E+00. -.90929427774941E+00, -,93422268454974E+00,
-,93489258324666E+00, -.95465946963056E+00, -.98014396447397E+00,
-.9634331 9687055E +00, -, 95760171241116E +00. -.960517454640 85E+00,
-,87063655602638E+00, -.84645516794456E+00. -.84645516794456E+00,
-.90391088590332E+00, -,90391088590332E+00, -,95160618946586E+00.




-,9587614707 8707E +00, -.95876147078 707E +00. -,95876147078 707E+00,





-.84 200648976864E +00, -,8401692101815 2E+ 00. -,88180515709993 E+00,
-. 9n40142 24665E +00. -.97507961387045E+00, -.9417874615077 5E+00,
-.8423028640259E+00, -.86054835028766E+00, -.91170643000648E+00,
-,92781840774007 E+00, -.7071 2 76 7662938E +00, -, 5612H62068 4 86E+00,
-.97564802646607E+00, -.92272857126206E+00. -.76508328662255E+00,
-.920513168 31144E +00, -.55134478405 896E+00, -.98148189029938 E+OO,
-.92343523599538E+00, -,76120244650771E+00, -,71312757845834E+00,
-,9675548339999lf+00, -,94024365540109E+00, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0,0, 0,0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
• -,623693315896 76E+04, -.8254859174 9565E +04, - .12837350 593 944E +03,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
•• 11175061786934E+00•• 34600749035647E-02, -,H117958740418E-03. 0,0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .17235505130022E+OO,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
,2971479966272Zf-Ol, ,51315734380887E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0,0.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .Z162047Z0084Et6E+QO, -.1583677481550BE-Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.1415534024151QE-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. ,4322511151 663lE +00, .278324933948 94E+00, -,65372018622 594E-03,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0,
.14Q72Q87621531E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, ,15671714558983E+00, ,12417264607074E+00, .71253123140573E-03,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.C}8073200lt2662E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. ,44252195564 294E-01, .3594 6889669762E-Ol, • 3310B 2B 279029E-0?,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.5821b4b70C}8667E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0,0, ,32 10 18427B 3 76lE +00. ,17 67164 27 57389E +00, ,313556168092 5Bf-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.12542660247226E-OZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, ,19616 B35418874 E-Ol, ,3619625 B4014 5 6 E-Ol, -,12221418094 886f-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.40502392474683E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0, O. .55145262 286079E-0 I, -,33504405991 778E-Ol. .24993242 12318E-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.1Z1QQ638207825E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. ,64596341109715 E-Ol. -,265267773560 3E-Ol. , 2039B44 754 5648E-02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.43366412888192E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, .1601517886 7559E +01. .331406786 7746E+00. .3037644 7599813E-02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.14082057618438E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0,0, ,3136962046 2007E +00. .12 405B41456BO 5E +00, ,2350035 531435f-02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.31130741C}8QZ25E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0, O. ,56521633012 BHE+OO, ,3652102440461 BE+OO. ,178400694Q6637E-02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.4501676f-b539E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
,2539250490425IE+00, ,13092356814074E+00, .3135064734B64H-03. 0,0.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .71467132731879E+00,
- .1406926 7080698HOO. -. P1314211 7306 4E +00,
-,786485402 90769E +00, -, 84843a94 794 39BE +00.
.5164063455964 n-04, -,32892600834779 f +00,
-.39376147400844E+00. -.46157025269697E+00,
-,69415476505674 E+00. -,7264000080419 3E +00.
- ,15156 3460 62 392 f-02, -.801006346 22Q76E +00,
-,67646444404 299E +00. -,67021102392971 E+00,
-.8700028211 on +00, -.76978718295 792E +00.
-,984131 07002976E +00. -.99541179420632 E+00,
-,961985514480 5E +00, -,98125718 23077bHOO,
-,94710 6B2 135374E +00. -,964262560561 B3E +00,




-,97570729368604E+00. -,980 70556144624E +00,
-,94695508505965f+00, -,96583882604775E+00,
-.98060451499322 E+00, -,9931998491019 3E +00.
-,96731 B4318 365H +00. -.9625350894556 5E +00,
-,99535212980241 E+00, -,9956586451800 7E +00,
-.q985E+00, -.9QQ5E+00, -.97110348372347£+00,
-.99207662481976£+00, -,991 Q7741745 596E +00,
-,993608152 29007E +00. -, 98849999999999E +00,
-,996E+00, -.972807B6237144E+00, -,9all7781068303£+00,
-.9955E+00. -, 9995E +00, -.9963787 8197616E +00,
-,96669896713244£+00, -.99327750132923E+00,
-,9853859055606 3E +00, -. 98549999999999E +00.
-. 99299999999999E +00. -. 959562B08 2395 7E +00,
-.99427610641199E+00, -.99Z5E+00, -.99Q5E+00,
-.9691146048 3604E +00, -.969114604 83604E +00.
-. 98999999999999E +00, -.9711034837234 n +00.
-, 9779066206843E +00. -,9730662044 76E +00,




-.846455167944 56f +00, -.9039108859033 2E +00,
-.95455 5BB846128E +00. -.9646024955042 6E +00.
-.95254819716267E+00, -.95254819716267E+00,
-.965 99999999999E +00, -,9636400798133 2E +00,
-,9088864116168 H +00, -.907 B135 300933 4E +00,
-,93221102031217E+00, -.93Z21102031217E+00.
-.975071 764 35 795£ +00, -.9750717643579 5E +00,
-.9625E+00, -.98356580237213E+00. -,98356580237213E+00.
-,94949947037598£ +00, - .99251617397503£ +00,
-,89292910280282f+00, -,959955275b5108E+00,
-,73302221033734£+00. -.63273927638812E+00.
-,913441 79675966f +00, -.9346377 50981 H +00,
-.q28244004Q230~E+OC, -.95831328684655E+00,
-,74575452666014E+00. -, 71707517665897E +00.
-,97059608204182 E+00, -.744938666903 73E +00,
-,97103920979765£+00, -. 9270B46 5969783E +00,
-,72011 06346 5216£ +00. -.820264603 79756E +00,
-,90552503766282E+OO. -,96786456908414E+00,
-, A04 81848 38 361 f +00, -.90943338823961 F+00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.89177662547543 E-Ol, .84 7450706A3 899E -0 3,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .40430966511Q39E+00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.39416439478602E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
,3 B71249434 73 76E +00. .41671492643 6E +00.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.276381 B53 373 84 E+00. .45736845277465 E-Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.3867802845 7312E-03, ,20106 B078 52 096E-0 1.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
,1701122590596eE+Ol •• 284494A8889964£ +00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.87632893066816E-Ol. ,868158633 390B7E-Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.301792039B2636E+00. ,8336138967893 5E -0 1,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
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0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.16737185124403E-01•• 23605067414627E-02. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0.
0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, -.8635199481450lE-02•• 7976222048105lE-02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.170470b8318855E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. .1007362157565 3E-01. .1223539576134 E-01, .62397317628 833E-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.152401552c;l445bE-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.27293266284334 E-Ol. .95094403116692 E-02. .510687773 34354E-02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.234b819352.b341E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. .15236053282446£-010 .34 398073715059E-Ol. .6407157342 2717E-03.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.152394500b3137E-OZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.19202 380415542E +00. -.24 654917697669E +00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.12190b714bb12E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.83364346771093 E+00, - .107904017614 6lE+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.13114255506152E-04, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.96011902077712E-01. -.12427458948935E+00.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.10706509802111E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.81491 060626493E-Ol. -.1054793246748 E+00. -.11130658 046571E-04.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.3c;l342766518457E-04, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.96011902077712E-01. -.12427458946935E+00.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.7579125953161E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.554881896225 76E+01. -. 71822053958748E +01. -.757912595 376lE-03.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.52451022024blE-04, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.15595769946543E+Ol, -.20186642134307E+Ol.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.2078183331bc;l4bE-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.1540526819257E+01, -.19940063046093E+Ol, -.21042039460342E-03.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.2753993656292E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.1048ltlt68070b69E+01, -.135707ltlt223376£+01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.1920Q005808SQE-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.12273669126414 E+01. -.15866865004 579E +01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.• 0, 0.0,
-.301627876b415E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.15179435676504E+02. -.19647753005655E+02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.2073357!506Q264E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.15179435678504Eo02. -.19647753005655E+02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.104Q1404404Q22E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.5221537710 5537E+01. -.67565834622538 E+01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.ltc;l3677QQc;l77569E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, c.o,
O. O. -.96011902077712E-01. -.12427456948935 E+00.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.1311425!5506152E-Olt, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.41449991263456E+01. -.53651480047066E+Ol.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.35516375622939E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.6641071166994E+00. -.1116471305404lE+01. -.118028299B537E-03.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.13114255506152E-Olt, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.311312452301 7E+00. -. 40295240876908f+00, -.42522134791443£-04.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.lt252213lt7Q1443E-04, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -. 96011902077712E+00. -.12427456948935 E+01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.52079424645504E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
o. O. -.6394591013 5324E +01. -.82769443783728 E+O 1.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.17632113041636E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
o. O. -.2 5923213560962E +01, -.33554139162123 E+01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.31067051272383E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
o. O. -.33380314497661 FoOl. -.43206 360789407E +01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.383305Q3693772E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.59234604600411 E-02. .50921324914377 E-01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.2670769172366E-01. .45035 593771627E-01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.10364410327952E-01. • 2525662P 9961 71E-01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.119688002697 36E-0 10 .2074 7144730792E-01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.33559029945334£-02, .22671454461 662E -010
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.3234 2265680296E-Ol, .17366335104 058E -01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.44198298136115E-01. -.48546754539951E-03.
0.0. 0.0. 0.0. -.18605121298937E-01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.7746587754561E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .10709 504179669E-01. .814244 57536747E-02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.50493519447965 E-02. .15035615164244E-01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.6373375637194 7E-02. .10903621694581 E-01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.12261787668162E-01. .1131081 0707713E -01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.26226511012305E-04, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0.
-.69250171656147E+00. - .115 52243216lE +01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.11386727270279E-03. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0.
-.96011902077712E-01, -.12427456948935E+00.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.13114255506152E-04, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0.
-.78364346256147E+00. -.10145607437538E+01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.28803570623313E+00, -.37262376846804E+00.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.13114255506152E-04. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
-.55466169822576FoOl. -.7162205395874 6E +01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.38404760831085E+00. -.49709835795738E+00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.21302245603737E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.15214766438597E+01, -.1969346395786E+Ol.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.20162499436319E+01. -.26097663792763E+01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.llt320723800alt2E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .14063270186158E +010 -.1620302576576 2E +01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.1676486480486bE-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.22082737477874E+01. -.28563155582549E+Ol.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.20733575069264E-02. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
- .151 79435676 504E +02. - .1964775300565 5E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.20733575069264E-OZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.7680952166217E+00, -.99419671591476F+00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.713209Z81Z3876E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.36143083951771 E+Ol. -.46782 39701313lE +010
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.13114255506152E-04, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.96011902077712E-01. -.12427458946935E+00.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.56616499037462E-03. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0,
-.26002196728438E+01. -.33656374916742E+01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.96011902077712E-01. -.12427458948935F+00.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.3113124523017E+00. -.40295240876908E+00.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.13114255506152E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.38126314 771524E +01. -.493520132 7765f+01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.67343650728776E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .129087976819F +010 - .16706 7152 53039f+01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.3540fl4A9866611E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.22744765672805F+01; -.29440062699012£+01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.45594136115161E"-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.26062540085333E+01. -.3t32321174421E+01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
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0.0, -.278434516025 36E +01, -.36039630951 9lE +01, -.3803134096784 2E-03,
0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.338776481264Q3E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.2480245586963 E+02, -.3210346 7953703E +02, -.3387764812649 3E -02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.3387764812b4Q3E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, - .1344166629088 E+010 -.17398442528508 E+0 1, -.1835995 7708613f-03,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0,
-.10b008275Q174QE-02, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.23580028776566E+Ol, -.30521199277802E+Oh
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.1311425550b152E-04, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.96011902077712E-Ol, -.12427458948935E+00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.2484284Q70514QE-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0,
0.0, - .10991238213508E +01, -.14 226690518616E +01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0,
-.IQ67138325Q22QE-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0,
0.0, -.96011 902077712E-Ol, -.1242745894 B935 E+OO,
0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.Q2842383647452E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ..
0.0, - .67971634708799E +01, -. 87980206803096E+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0,
-.l0982808809844E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0,
0.0, -.17282142373988E+Ol, -.22369426108082E+Ol,
0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0,
-.81007192111729E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.593073107 2227E +01, -.76765396104345 E+01, -.81007792 717729E-03,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.24917085461689E-03, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ..
0.0, -.87470780070707E +01, -.11321924730 542f +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.11947624558477E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, - .192023 8041554 2E +01, -.24 854917897869f+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.1579125953161E-03, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.554881898225 76E +01, -.7182205395 8748E+Ol, -.757912 595376lE-03,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ..
-.2753993656292E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ..
0.0, -.15595769946543E+Ol, -.20186642134307f+Ol,
0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.2753993656292E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.42424547428491 E+01, -.54912912897816 f+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.70643335250443E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ..
0.0, -.42424547428491 E+Ol, -.54912912 897816E+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.20133575069Z64E-OZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.151794356 7 850~f +02, -.1964 775300 565 5 E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.20733575069Z64E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.17417657845222E+02, -.22544832794052f+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.23790760349285E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.17417657845222E+02, -.22544832794052E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.17252410426469E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0,
0.0,'-.1263081033989E+02, -.16348897750584E+02, -.17252410426469f-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.340Q7064315Qq6E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, - .12 50217384 3707E +02, - .16182 394979464 E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.11092146000986E-02, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ..
0.0, -.38128314771524 E+01, -.4935201327765 E+01, -.5207942464 5504f-03,
0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0,
-.87343650726776E-03 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ..
O. O. -.639459101353 24E +01, -.827694 43783728f +01,
0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0,
-.95909279856562E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.81414804724839E+Ol, -.10538059570307E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0,
-.10355683751461E-02 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ..
0.0, -.248024 5586963E +02, -.3 210346 79537 03E +02, -.3387764812 6493E-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ..
-.33877648126493E-02, 0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.2480245586963E+02, -.32103467953703E+02, -.33877648126493E-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.40272523164485E-OZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.29484 26275969E +02, -.38163441943 8E +02, -.40272523184485 E-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.40272523184485E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.18451397226768f+02, -.23882870417518E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.25202743872473E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.18451397226768E+02, -.23882870417518E+02,
0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.12692Q7592521QE-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.87263511741278E+Ol, -.1129'096612364E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.9284238364745?E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -. 7684869Qb6 556qE +01, -. 9q4 70382 286 54 8 E+01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ..
-.62030066462883E-03, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.633678553 7129E +01, -.8 2021229062968E +01, -. B65 5 4086 34060~f-03,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0 ..
-.12445901332726E-02, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.91118 75694857E+Ol, -.11 7941 066 362 77E +02, -.1244590133 2726E-02,
0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.2480245586963E+02, -.32103467953703f+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.24802455 B6963E +02, -.3210346795 3703E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.776106291511 72f +01, -.1 OO~ 56598 28679E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.32207936258571E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-. Q60 11 Q02077712E-Ol, - .124 274 58Q48Q3 5E +00.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.13114255506152f-04, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .1818791201 7599E +01, -.2354182398996 7E +01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.15012q20600642E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .144 01785 311657F+Ob - .186411884 23402E+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0,
-.13114255506152f-04, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ..
-. ~797163470 8799E +0 10 -.879802068 03096f +0 1,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.92842363647452£-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .15361 9043 32434 f +0 1, -.19883934318 295E +010
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ..
-.23605659QII074F-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.59307310722 27E +01, -.76765396104345 E+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .18242261394 765 f +01, -.2 3612172002976E +010
0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.11947624558477f-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.874 70780070707E +010 - .113 21 92 47305~ 2E +0 2,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0 ..
-.26228511012305f-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.55488189822 576E +01, -.7182205395874 8E +010
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.2016249943631 9E+01o -.2609766379276 3E +01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.21302245603737E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.20162499436319E+Ol, -.26097663792763E+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.57947644268082£-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.517192Q876863E+Ol, -.66943727642705E+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0,
-.57947644268082E-03 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.15179435678504E+02, -.19647753005655E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.207335750t-Q264F-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.15179435678504£+02, -.196~7753005655E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.23790760349285E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.1741765784522 2E +02, -.225 44832794052f +0 2,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.237907603492B5E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.126 3081033989E +02, -.163488977505 84E+02,
0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.24963094 540205E +01, -. 3231139326723f +01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.17076705972975E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-. 870646112 396~7E +01, -.1126935159778 3E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.63945910135324E+Ol, -.82769443783728E+01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.87343650728776E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.702169664271 99E +01, -.908 86488957007E +01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.11120439529266E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.7581588557601 9f +01, -.981335423 3004lE +0 I,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.2480245586963E+02, -.32103467953703E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.2948426275969E+02, -.381634419438f+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.294 8426275969E +02, -.3816344194 38E +02,
0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.25202743872473E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .184 51397226768f +02, -.23882870417 51 BE +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.25202743872473E-02, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0 ..
-.92927635963407E+Ol. -.12028241875909E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.119193137QQ376E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.67971634708799E+Ol, -.879~0206803096f+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.10496755724245£-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.45413364 596368E +01, -.5878153770951 9E +01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-. q111875b94 8 57£ +01.. -.11 7Q41066362 77£ +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ..





-.f17865511S91Z21E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -. 9,4Q730 150062 E+Ol, -,123608507142 34E +02, - .1304 396626 7QQF-OZ,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.I304396626799E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.65Z880q34IZ844E+OI. -.84506720852755E+OI.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0,
-.95366656702264E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.6q8InOIB0323E+OI. -.q037ZZ8310IZ7qE+OI.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.Z38q773756ZZ65E-02. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
O. O. -.1 74q 5q778 51 Z07E +OZ. -. ZZ646Z0758 5q46 E+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.23897737562265E-OZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.1770Iqq6643136E+OZ. -.2ZqIZ871408Z43E+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0,
-.Z4IHI384113Z3E-OZ. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
0.0. -.1770Iqq6643136E+OZ. -.zzn2871408243E+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.1778004000255E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. - • 130170q775q471E +OZ. -.16848 8q5Z4 5Z I ZE +OZ. - .1778004 000Z5 5E-OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, ·0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.1778004000255E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -. HI87HZ57 Z3q4E+01. -. IOZ4q80Z57 81 bE +OZ. -.1 0816Z5 Z17 5qZ 3F-OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.10816252175923E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -. H187HZ5 7Z3q4 E+01. -.IOZ4 q80Z 57 816E +OZ. -.1 0816Z5Z 175q2 3E-OZ,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.65383050305476E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.47868146388687E+OI. -.6Iq58n50ZZ181E+01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.97045490745528E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -. 473b4Z Z4Z 38518E +01. -. 61306665073Z4ZE+OI. -. 646q4 743575 84F-03.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.Z518411732799E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -. 72008qZ6558Z84 E+01. -. q320 5q4ZI1 7009 E+01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.4310445334b088E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.3155757146744qE+OI. -.40847063275H7E+OI.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.99b68341846758E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.1 03160516Z 54 7E +OZ. - .1335Z751618q46E +OZ. -.I40q0683 q5724 3E-OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.20700358612677E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.q6n303810Z681E+01o -.IZ5518651760HE+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.19628961331017E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.7q640461684IZZE+01. -.103083q4551464E+OZ. -.1087808ZZ018IE-OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.36528849453643E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -. 301766Zq50Z006E +OZ. -. 3q05q618Z5q603 E+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.2808310Z062335E-OZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -. 768q54030583 53E +01. -. qq5308 33 5q3 5Z5 E+OI.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.83737119104673E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.14 30403115q461 E+OZ. -.18 5146587Z 3728 E+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.59it88365144583E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.51 Z660QOH6031E +OZ. -.6635 7l10426ZE +02. -. 70024ZQ8Q6Z07QF-02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.438699Q7311803E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.140454ZQOQ8516E+OZ. -.181 HQ3Z8H644E+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.91SQ9306299578E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, ·0.0,
O. O. -.1601 ZZ05Q5636 4E +OZ. -. Z072566ZQ54113E +OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.ZZ70Z92786S946E-OZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.1 Z5 511 07704 764E+OZ. -.16Z4 57333ZQ84QE +OZ,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.414393452Z976E-OZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.306874 758060Z7 E+OZ. -. 3Q72084060 131 QE+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.310007473860Z2E-OZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.13778 85n 456Z8E +OZ. -.17834 8n66316 7E +OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.10933803625549E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.16511315683071E+OI. -.ZI3716n863348E+OI.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.b5362462Z0Z977E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. - .1117818QZ 5035E+OZ. - .144686 736 77 531E +OZ. - .I5Zb8 Z768Z328F-OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.66684801973Z31E-OZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.5432830086 7Q45E +02. -.70320732554104 E+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.41361610615056E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.Z6778036Z73474E+OZ. -.346605Q3043175E+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.23158088728909[=-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.5646Z5Z18340Z8E+01o -.730831Q66726IZE+01o
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.66898789839286E-OZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.13 860583Q3 574 7E+OZ. -.1 H406 754Q3 58 E+OZ. -.18932 156 874752F-OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,' 0.0, 0.0,
-.7681604906Z684E-OZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -. 84Z44 7 561 Q6603E+OZ. -.1 OQ0435QC08 E+03. - .11506Q8Z30019E-OI.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.75959840474209E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.140014810Zbl08E+OZ, -.18123047Qb7054E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-. Q54Q73015006ZE +0 I. -.1 Z3608 50774Z 34E +OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.89176937441836f-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-. b9819701 Q30 3Z3E+01o -,903 TZZ 8 31 01 ZHE +01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.9536665670ZZ64E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.174 Q5Q778 51 Z07F+OZ. -. ZZ646Z075 8 5Q46E +OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.23897737562265£-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.174Q5Q7785IZ07E+OZ. -.ZZ646Z07585Q46E+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.24119138411323E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .17701 QQ6643136E +OZ. -. Zzqt 2871408Z4 3E +OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.24179138411323E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.130170Q775Q4 7lE +OZ. - .168 488Q5 Z4 5Z1 ZE +OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.130170Q775Q47IE+OZ. -.168488Q5Z45ZIZE+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-. 7n 87HZ 57Z 3Q4E +01. - .IOZ 4Q80Z5 7816E+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.478681463 8~b 87E +01. -.61 Q58 QZ502Z 18lE +01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.65383050305476E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-,71048807537507E+OI. -.QIQ631Q6ZZZ115E+OI.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.18437760387345E+OI. -.Z3865ZIQ34Q4Z6E+OI.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.9R35691bZ96143F-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.3155757146744QE+OI. -.40847063Z757Q7E+OI.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.43104453346088E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.7ZQ6Q04557Q06IE+OI. -.Q444868801IQOZE+OI.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .151551172Q3Z 5E +OZ. -.19616Z7610Z4 88 E+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.13Z45536n370QF-OZ. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
- .14 3707Z74ZQ5Z6E+OI. - .18600Q88141 Z6 3E +010
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-. Zb 74344Q6385Z E+OZ. -. 346158Z 5 Z61601 E+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.41Z18226182363f-OZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.Z0560160QQ4136F+OZ. -.Z6bIZ3835Q087E+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.10503134935704f-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.b130550IZQQ5Z7E+OI. -.7Q351787044804E+OI.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.19S37860966582E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.4355Z5378IQZIE+OZ. -.5637ZQ4586QQ8QE+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.3211804043374ZE+OZ, -.4157Z515529115E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.ln84636686Z31E-OZ. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
-. 672 ~IIQOZ5 3654f +0 I. -.870865186 31406E +01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.21871055107202E-OZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.166ZIZ35467068E+OZ. -.ZI513Q7034QZ57E+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.17143544681813F-OZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.303385148664Q5E+OZ. -.3QZ6QI57Z51Q67E+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.4In5QQ06063QU-02. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
-.ZZ6Q6ZZ3365ZZ5E+OZ. -.ZQ377Z3116Z3ZQE+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.18820529070738E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.800484085841 ZQF +01. - .103611 n8 31511 E+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.2255278a55Z743E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.47853073456181 F+01. -.61Q3Q4151 Z3314E +0 I.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.488 Z118ZQ80016E +OZ. - .631 qz5036 5767E+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.74Z06Q6B446546E-OZ. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
-. 30Z 816039 54161 E+OZ. -. 3n Q54Q36 73653 E+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.3657609130158Sf-0?, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .16Q 544671 QZ6Z E+OZ. -. Z I Q4 5ZQ4 330Q8R F+OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.77IZZ0Q85HOQU-03. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
-. 48n784 74 740QQE +OZ. -. 63H5Z84Q30Z8 7E +OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-. 56Z 38457Z 81415E +OZ. -.7 ZH31750 ZZ Z4 QE +OZ.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.5561161105Q635E+01o -.71QeI806Z7317QE+01o
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,





0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.638716006005Q6E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.14837953698783E'02, -.19205750171324E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-,61615156037949E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.5374542067674E+02, -.69566271962072E+02, -.73410813012528E-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0,
-.4714191818'Q65E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.152633638011E+02, -.197563B6755BH+02, -.20B4B212402767£-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.11767558272037E-Ol, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -. 35559178704793E+Ol, -.46026609623249E+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.24119315900478E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.61707676926363E+Ol, -.79B72349702622E+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.20081797556495£-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.45854814644597£ +02, -.59352935 B6 262 BE+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.75242364675:nQE-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.37479497234615£+02, -.4B512205594353E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.2375427373Q045F-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.62302442017924£+01, -.B064219371150BE+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.156731QQ423b74E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0',0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0,
• 0,
-.4676158 5q66768f +0 1, -.605 Z66 302 8368 3F +0 1,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.202b71451Q5a94E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.45109600962427E+02, -.5B38B35623B337E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.34513474520174E+02, -.446730B5159525E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.861524BI31917E+02, -.11151288556665E+03,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.4a570Z44420QbZE-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .1814144166 54 2 5 E+02. -.234 B1674 322 94 BE +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.8428b45036blb7f-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .1470225724 B42 BE +02, - .190301 092 3204 4£+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.b2633042b1463QE-OZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.550863 3369170BE +0 2, -.7130190484580 BE +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.511Q3Z05461031E-OZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .173 90945 3l9697f +02, -.2251025699592 7E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.850Qe83Q37ZQ55E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.11474640612304E+02, -.148523903B8B25E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,















• -.99612540953328 £ +00, -.94935 03913H8 8 £ +00, -. n 326307998275 £+00,
-.87930132866256£+00, -.94943039392475£+00, -.94116590506151£+00,
-.71 0200401 90442 £ +00, -. 8n61372792 22 5 £ +00, -.97487936989847£+00,
-.98692171568133£+00, -.99870395183731£+00, -.98738794677924£+00,
-.87958719907644£+00, -.91531243530964£+00, -.78631650827427£+00,
-.93397310233129£ +00, -.77047471646376£ +00, -.86407397671257£+00,
-.99403678281254 £ +00, -.99996910131648£ +00, -.96744642732971 £+00,
-.91200828420965£ +00, -.96650889933874£ +00, -. 99483668345n 9£+00,
-.949403117951 59£ +00, -.99989399485171 £ +00, -.89573828310831 £+00,
-.99018839937236£+00, -.98376330035505£+00, -.9904507390028£+00,
-.82434636287098£+00, -.9120574721001£+00, -.98214871107437£+00,
-.86756342073507£ +00, -.95093275316163£ +00, -.99832006306207£+00,





-.24711377863709£ +00, -.39518502256687£ +00, - .1391 9476158796£+00,
-.67468261637019£ +00, -.77234036094163£ +00, -.76618221228883 £ +00,
-.84766656409377£ +00, - .63 79323131 7853£ +00, -.46193976913077£+00,
-.24502352169532£+00, -.23959949195004£+00, -.40988970873151£+00,
-.65268142 0140IE +00, -.722926 59609883f+00, -.67389465554642£ +00,
-.8011859435867£+00, -.83853632642516£+00, -.75776726442792£+00,
-.831 7262 253 5049£ +00, -.74143756616352 £ +00, -.77867218617681 £+00,
-.83176825974654£+00, -.81898052850954£+00, -.84961350322596£+00,
-.76297373173829£+00, -.98736357652989£+00, -.98282139695363E+00,
-.99487442911615£ +00, -.9664135369308£ +00, -.97234897927056£ +00,
-.985907988e861£+00, -.97796488204858£+00, -.95647748754038£+00,
-.97738100702009£ +00, -.98893806384817£+00, -.9818842811 9686 £ +00,
-.97535305052494£+00, -.97532192221135£+00, -.97649886243115£+00,
-.99744886203042£+00, -.9937573797467£+00, -.99260175650848£+00,
-.97719796730478 £ +00, -.97761026985015£ +00, -.98304752633251 £+00,
-.97698605918478£ +00, -.94411 065994063£ +00, -.92072 310217804£+00,
-.99124622805876£+00, -.98435713337221£+00, -.95769095630818£+00,
-.982762113956 77E +00, -.9179431990493£+00, -.99407172721408£ +00,
-.98806697674274E+00, -.95800680012779E+00, -.9499041619961£+00,
-.9857114846051£+00, -.9872529852147£+00, -.999£+00,
-.9995£+00, -.9995E+00, -.99993087506942£+00, -.99683580852458£+00,
-.96900739553173E+00, -.998£+00, -.98643172913928£+00,
-.9895£ +00, -.99396611076974£ +00, - .9920672516409£ +00,
-.90987779519357£ +00, -.90987779519357 £+00, -.909877795193 57 £+00,




-.98067631297244£ +00, -.9995£ +00, -.9995£ +00, - .993106987 5 491£ +00,
-,94213492554406£+00, -.94213492554406E+00, -.992E+00, -.991E+00.
-.97881283586869£ +00, -.94723339796774£ +00, -.94723339796774 £ +00,
-.96900739553173£+00, -.98643172913928£+00, -.98643172913928£+00,
-.9665706839099£ +00, -.9665706839099£+00, -.90987779519357£+00,
-.8936828031804£+00, -.8936828031804£+00, -.8936828031804£+00,
-.98699999999999£+00, -.94472481566735£+00, -.95848355393768£+00,
-.97572805951452£ +00, -.91260602241225£ +00, -.94404672883729£+00,
-.8499385102383£+00, -.8499385102383£+00, -.82438284204789£+00,
- .882001 8071 9071 £ +00, -.8820018071 9071 £ +00, -.8820018071 90 71 £+00,
-.94213492554406£+00, -.96271864755008E+00, -.96271864755008E+00,
-. 9665E +00, -. 94't4491615614ge +00, -. 94444916156149E +00,
-.96137907098406£ +00, - .884841 n 976059£+00, -.88484191976059£+00,
-.88034284141698£+00, -.88034284141698E+00, -.91538255235338£+00,
-.94629421083819 £+00, -.94629421083819£ +00, -.94629421083819£+00,







-.782002675 5801 £ +00, -.81924111 775 387£ +00, -.89637741792666£ +00,
-.9455807Q766161£+00, -.64689703335836E+00, -.47707932595215E+00,
-. 98n736 54 39634 £ +00, -.8915166 75 2111IE +00, -.71708545712041 £+00,
-.89426451038258£+00, -.4677587720043£+00, -.94372557709015£+00,
-.8940282512407£+00, -.7058197755502£+00, -.6499277366643£+00,
-.97755141582649£+00, -.93867167473174£+00, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0" 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0,
(LINKF)
• 3,
• .93832401644896£-01, .64498804411676£ +00, .80270604593 599E +0 1> 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.95356513252776£+00, -.84214423402685£ +00,
-.99979629 148632E +00, -. 9b075886305849£ +00,
-.9972083648841 £+00, -.91485150041137£ +00,
-.82433643186822E+00, -.7249595045366£+00,
-.81520651288817£ +00, -.9589389103227] £ +00,
-.95393604621982£+00, -.99161167681861 E+00,
-. H156065 370306E +00, -.84098757771 036£ +00,
-.83906068026602E+00, -.90549132514388E+00,
-.930874704 50384E +00, -.96557861963069£ +00,
-.9892573 3799774E+00. -.9809747987706 4E+00,
-. 9n 66439025051 E+00, -.821916794 33026E +00,
-.lE+Ol, -.lEt01, -.lE+Ol, -.IE+Oll
-.lE+Ol, -.lE+Ol, -.lE+Ol, -.lE+Ol,
-.85557944372 28E +00, -.89572289200123£+ 00,
-.68484870563006E+00, -.84153935056572E+00,
-.90437128673897£+00, -.88433350905692E+00,
-.14518157664 209E +00, -.12502803443248£ +00,
- .151 04666686232£ +00, -.67967170154 829E+00,
-.7615544195 3953E +00, -.8291283343924 7E +00,
-.21266704426779£-02, -. 3016749995367E +00,
-.41244546781569£ +00, -.4439618941303 4E +00,















-.98629380414674£ +00, -.97824701591081 E+00,
-.9985£+00, -.9995£+00, -.96900739553173E+00,
-.98770719158992 E+00, -.9870694603646£ +00,
-.99301668120 532E +00, -. 98849999999999E +00,
-.996 E+OO, -.976080108363 E+OO, -.99526263701584£+00,
-.9955E+00, -.9995£+00, -.98287264686675£+00,
-.97572805951452£+00, -.99932650550159£+00,
-.98794818265552 £+00, -.985 49999999999E +00,
-.992 99999999999f+00, -.959462137883 56E +00,
-.99688035588484£+00, -.9925£+00, -.9995£+00,
-.95501464317643£+00, -.9550146431764 3£ +00.
-.98999999999999£+00, -.96900739553173£ +00,
-.9870694603646£ +00, -.9665706839099£ +00,
-.90987779519357£ +00. -.90987779519357£ +00,
-.9286435337375 £+00, -.9286435337375£ +00,







-.91538255235338£ +00, -.91538255235338£ +00,
-.97037324267011 £+00, -.97037324267011 £ +00,








-.96080428791377£ +00, -.92969494436063£ +00,
-.66962572402796£ +00, -.77867190326332£ +00,
-.89993733344525£+00, -.96618125361199£ +00,
-.75386996271018£+00, -.88903804907803£ +00,
0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,










• ,b51 9 15 546 49502f +04,
• • b51 91554 B49502E+04,
• ,9 3B 3240 Ib44 B9bf-Ol, • b449BB04411 b 76f +00, ,e02 70b04 59 3599f +01, 0,0,
0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0,
• ,93632401 644B9bE-Ol, • b4496 B04411 b7bE+00, • B0270b04593599E +0 1, 0,0,
0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
• -, 99b12 54095 332 6E+00, -.949350391397 BBHOO, -, 9132b3079962 75 E+00,
-.B79301326bb25bE+00, -.94943039392475E+00, -,9411659050bI51E+00,
-,71020040190442E+00, -,B9261372792225E+00, -,97467936969647E+00,
-, 9B6921 7156 6133E +00, -,996703951 B3731 E+00, -, 9B736 794b77924E+00,
-.6795 B71 9907644E +00, -,91531243530964 E+00, -. 7B6316506 274 27E+00,
-.9339731023 3129E +00, -.77047471 b4b32bE +00, -,6640 7397b712 57E+00,
-. 99403b 76261254 E+00, -. 9999b910 131646 E+ 00, -, 9b 744642732971 E+OO,
-,91200626420965 E+00, -. 96b5066993 3674 f +00, -.99463 6b634591 9E+00,
-.94940311 7q 5159E +00, -.99969399465171 E+00, -,69573626 310B 31 E+00,
-.9901663993723bE+00, -.9B376330035505E+00, -,9904507390026E+00,
-.62434b3b2B7096E+00, -.9120574721001E+00, -.96214B71107437E+00,
-. 6b 75b3 42073507E +00, -.9509327531 61bH +00, -,996 3200b 306207E+00,







-.64 7bbb5b409377E +00, -.63793231317653E+00, -.4bl9397b913077HOO,
-,245023521b9532E+00, -,23959949195004E+00, -.40966970673151E+00,
-.652b61420140 lE +00, -.722926 59b09663 E+00, -.67369465 554b4 2E +00,









-,9771 979b7304 76 E+00, -. 977bl 02b96 5015HOO, -.96304 752b33 251 HOO,
-. 97b96 b059164 76 E+OO, -,94411 065994063E+00, -.92072310217604 E+OO,
-,9912462260 567bE +00, -,96435713337221 E+00, -, 957b9095b3061 6HOO,
-.9627b211395677E+00, -.9179431990493E+00, -.99407172721406E+00,
-.96 606b97674274E +00, -,95 600b60012 779E +00, -.9499041 bl 99b 1E+00,
-,9657114646051E+00, -.9672529652147E+00, -.999E+00,




-.9995E+00, -.QQ9'EtOO, -,98291436387062[=+00, -,9Q030Q69623ge5EtOO,
-.962672b4b6bb75E+00, -,995E+00, -,97707504651133E+00,
-,9665E+00, -.99070613374446E+00, -.96516623156b5bE+00,
-.64993651 02363E +00, -.649936510236 3E +00, -.649936510236 3E +00,
-, 960b7b31297244 E+00, -. 9995E +00, -.9995 E+00, -, 993106967549lE +00,
-.9421349255440bE+00, -.9421349255440bE+00, -,992E+00, -.991E+00,
-.9766126356b669E+00, -.94723339796774E+00, -,9472333979b774E+00,
-,9b900739553173E+00, -.96b43172913926E+00, -.96b43172913926E+00,




-,649936 5102363E +00, -,649936510236 3E +00, -.62436264204769 E+OO,
-. B6 2001 60n 9071 E+00, -.6620016071 9071 E+00, -.6620016071 9071 E+00,
-.9421349255440bE+00, -,9b2716b4755006E+00, -.96271664755006E+00,
-, 96b 5E +00, -.9444491 b15b149E +00. -, 944449lb15b149E +00,
-. 9b 13790709640bE +00, -.66464191 97b059E +00, -,66464191 97b059E +00,
-,66034264141 b96 E+00, -,66034 26414lb9 6E+00. -.91536255235 336E+00,
-,94b29421063619E+00, -.94b29421063619E+00, -.94b29421063619E+00,
-,9b299999999999E+00, -.97013326b6bI23E+00, -.96541666564109f+00,
-. 9b2E +00, -. 9203991291b606E +00, -. 90e07469644997E +00,
-.93945745009626E+00, -.64215731744931E+00, -.615b57b7492049E+00,




-,76 2002b75560lE +00, -.6192411177536 7E+ 00, -. 69b37741 792bbbE +00,
-.945560797bblblE+00, -.b4b6970333563bE+00, -.47707932595215E+00,
-,96 9273b 54 396 34 E+00, -.6 9151bb75 21111 E+OO, -.71706545712041 E+OO,
-.6942b451036256E+00, -,4b77567720043E+00, -.94372557709015E+00,
-.6940262512407E+00, -.7056197755502E+00, -.b4992773bbb43f+00,
-.9775514158264QE+OO, -.Q3867167473174E+OO, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0,
0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0.




-,6795671 9907644E +00, -,9153124 35309b4f +00, -, 76b3lb506274 27E +00,
-.93397310233129E+00, -.77047471646326E+00, -.6b407397b71257E+00,
-. Q940367132 B12 54 E+00, -. 9Q99691013164 8 E+00, -.96744642732971 E+00,
-.91200626 4209b5E +00, -, 9bb50669933674 E+00, -.9946 3M6 H 591 9E+00,
-,94940311795159E+00, -,99969399465171E+00, -.69573626310B31E+00,
-,99016639937236E+00, -,9637b330035505f+00, -.9904507390026E+00,
-,624 34b 3b26 7096E +00, -,9120574721001 E+00, -.9621467110743 7E +00,
-.66756342013507E+00, -,95093275316163E+00, -.9Q832006306207E+00,
-.IE+OlJ -.lE+Ol, -.lE+01, -.lE+Ol, -.If+Ol, -,1£+01, -.lE+Ol,
-.lE +01, -.749094 3660b7b 7E +00, -,729546 13bl 646 5E +00,
-,90262052642991 E+00, -, b2905 417515692E +00, -. bb527827273 4 49HOO,
-,907704700274 9bE +00, -.89395 b54 624174E +00, -.6793 369517b2 6f +00,
-, 89017570b2 68 3E+00, -. 697b44 93 65 336E +00, -. 4b6 542 362B 373 5 E+00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.953 5b513252 77bf +00, -.6421442 H02M 5E +00,
-.99979b29146b32E+00, -.9b07566b305649E+00,
-, 9972063b48 641E +00, -. 91465150041137E +00.
-,624 3364316b62 2E+00, -.724959504 53bbHOO,
-.615 20b512 66617f+00, -,95693691032271 E+00,
-, 95393604b21 962 HOO, -.991 bllb7b61 6blE +00,
-. 9715bOb5 37030bHOO, -. 6409B 757771 03bf +00,
-.6390bOb602bb02E+00, -,90549132514366E+00,
-,93067470450364 E+OO, -. 9b5 57661 9b30b9E +00,
-.96925733 799774E +00, -.9609747967706 4f +00,
-.991bb439025051E+00, -.82191b7943302bE+00,
-.IE+O}, -.IE+Ol, -.IF+Ol, -.If+Ol,
-.IE+Ol, -.lE+Ol, -.lE+Ol, -.lE+Ob
-,6555794437226E+00, -,69572269200123E+00,
-.b6464B705b300bE+00, -.6415393505b572E+00.
-,904 37126b 73697E +00, -,664 33350905bnE +00,
- ,14 516157bb4 209f +00, - .12 502 6034 43 24 8E +00,
-,15104bbbb6b23Zf+00, -.679b717015462QE+00,
-.7bI55441953953E+00, -,62912633439247f+00,
-, 212bb 70442b779E-02, -. 301b7499953b7E +00,






-, 9b7 5b 7051b244lE +00, -,96432672661 b06E +00,
-.950405671 b4 743 E+00, -, 9b732 995Bb114 7E +00,
-,96201bb9039594E+00, -,962266703b7063E+00,
-.990944b9761906E+00, -,9696443460429bE+00,






-. 96b 29360414b74 E+00, -,97624701591 06 1E+00,
-.Qge5f+00, -.Q9Q5E+OO, -.96900739553173E+00,
-,96770719156992 E+OO, -. 9670b94bO 3b4bE+00,
-.99301 bb6120532f +00, -.966 49999999999E +00,
-.99bE+00, -. 97b0601 063bH+00, -. 9952b2b370 156 4E +00,
-.Q955E+00, -.9Q95E+00, -.98287264686675E+00,
-.97572605951452E+00, -,99932b50550159E+00,
-,96794 6162b5552E +00, -. 96549999999999E +00,
-,99299999999999HOO, -. 9594b213766 35bE +00,
-,99b66035566464E+00, -,9925E+00, -.9995E+00,
-,955014b4317b43E+00, -.955014b4317b43E+00,
-,98999999999999f+00, -, 9b900739553173E +00,
-,9670b94b03b4bf+00, -.9bb570b639099E+00,
-,9096777951 9357E +00. -,9096777951935 7E +00,
-,926b435337375E+00, -.926b435337375E+00,




-.967E+00, -. 9lt87Q7f.l 7Q201 qf. +00, -.9487976179201 Qf +00,
-. 9b599999999999f +00, -. 9b137907096 40bE +00,
-.6646419197b059E+00, -.6B034264141b96E+00,
-.91538255235336 E+OO, -,9153625523533 6E +00,







-, b91 76 5321 7b90bE +00, -, b5400 1bl0 36015E+00,
-,967401b3196104E+00, -,694093735b5937E+00,
-, 9bO 60426 791377f +00, -. n9b94944 3bOb 3E +00,
-.bb9b257240279bf+00, -.776b7190326332E+00,
-,69993733344 525f +00, -, Qbb 161 Z53bl1 9QE +00,
-,753 6b996271 01 6E +00, -.6890360490760 3E +00,







-.97156065370306£ +00, -. 8lt090 7,57171 03bE +00,
-,6390bOb802bb02E+00, -.90549132514366E+00,
-,930674704 50384E +00, -. 9b5 576bl 9b30b9E +00,
-,9B925733799774E+00, -.960974796770b4f+00,
-,991bb439025051E+00, -.62191b7943302bE+00,
-.lE+Ol, -.1£+01, -.IE+Ol, -.1£+011
-.If+Ol, -.IE+01l -.IE+Ol, -.IE+01l
-,6555794437 U6E +00, -,6957 22 89200 12 3f +00,
-.b64646705b300bE+00, -.6415393505b572f+00,
-,904 37126b 73897f +00, -, B64 33 35090569 ZE +00,







-.247113 77B6370q E_00. -.39 51B 50 22 566B 7E _00. - .13q 194 76 15B 796E+00.
-.6746B261 637019E -00. -.7723403609416 3E _00. -.7661 B22122B BB3E+00.
-. B4 7666564093 77E _00. -.6379323131 7B5 3E _00. -.46193976913077E_00.
-.2450235216 9532E -00. -.23959949195004 F_00. -. 409BB970B 73151 E_OO.
-.6526BI420140IE_00. -.72292659609BB3E_00. -.673B9465554642E_00.
-. BO II 6 594 3 5B67E -00. -. B36 536 3264 251 6E -00. -.75776726442792 E_00.
-. B317262 253 5049E -00, -.741437566 I 63 52E _00, -.7766721 B6176 BI E-00,




-. 9773B I 0070200qE _00. -. 9B6q3 6063 B4BI 7E _00, -. qBI B642B 1196 B6 E-00,
-. Q7 53 5 30 5052494 E-00, -.9753219222113 5E _00, -. 976496B 624 3115 E_00,
-.99744BB6203042E_00, -.9937573797467E_00, -.9q260175650B4BE_00.
-.97719796730476 E-00, -.9776102696 5015E _00. -.96304752633251 E-00,
-.q76q6b05qI6476E_00. -.q4411065qq4063E+00. -.q2072310217604E+00.
-. qQl2462 2B056 76E _00, -. q64 35 7133 37 221 E+00. -. q576qOq56306 I BE+OO.
-. q62762113Q56 77 E+00, -. ql794 31 qq04q3E _00, -. qq4071 72721406E +00.
-. q6 B066Q76 74274E _00. -. q5600660012 77qE +00, -. q4qq0416 I qq6 IE +00,
-. q6 57114B46051E -00, -. q67252q65214 7E +00. -. qqqE +00,
-. qqq5 E+OO, -. qqq5E -00••• qqqq3067506q42E +00, -. qq6635606 5 24 56E +00,
-.q690073q553173E+00. -.qqBE-OO, -.qB643172qI3q2BE+00.
-. qBq5 E_00. -. qq3q66 11076q74E -00, -. q920672 51 640qE -00.
-. qOqB777q51 q357E -00. -. qOqB777951 q357E+00. -. qOqB 777951 q3 57E_00,
-. 9qq5 E_OO, -. qqq5E _00, -. qB 2Q74 363B7062f _00, -. qq030q6q62 3qB 5E -00,
-.9B2B72646B6675E_00. -.qq5E_00. -.97707504651133E_00,
-. qB65E -00, -. qq070 BI337444Bf+00, -. qB 516 B2 3156656E _00,
-.64 qq3 B51023B3£+00, -. B4qq3B 51023 B3 E_00. -. B4qq3B 51 023B3 E_00.
-. qB 06 76 312q7244 E_00, -. qqq5E _00. -. qqq 5£+00, -. qq3106qB754q I E+00.
-. q4213492 554406£ -00. -. q4213 4925 54406E _00, -. qq2E -00, -. 9Ql E+00,
-.976612B35B6B6qE_00. -.9472333q7q6774E_00. -.q472333q7q6774E_00,
-. q6q0073q553173 E+OO, -. qB64 3172q1392 BE_00, -. qB64 3172q13q 2B E_OO,
-. q66570663qOqqE -00, -. q6b5706B3qOqqE _00. -. qOq6777951 q35 7f -00,
-.Bq36B2B03IB04E_00, -.Bq36B2B03IB04E_00. -.Bq3662B03IB04E-00,
-.qB6qqqqqqqqqqqE_00. -.q44724BI566735E_00, -.q5B4B3553q376BE_00,
-. Q7572B05Q 514 52E -00, -. Q7260602241225E +00, -. Q440467 2B B372QE+00.
-.B4QQ3651023B3E_00. -.B4QQ3651023B3E_00. -.B243B2B42047BQE_00,
-.B6200IB07IQ07IE_00, -.BB200IB07IQ07IE_00. -.BB200IB07IQ07IE_00,
-. Q42134Q 25 54406E _00, -. Q6271 B64 75500B E_00. -. Q6271 B64 755006 £+00.






-. Q3Q4574500Q62BE _00, -.64215 731744Q31 £+00. -.6156576 74Q204QE _00,
- .QQ66Ql011 Q3 B45E _00. -. 6QQ3B 3Q36Q6357E _00. -. 7379022Q77QB QQf -00,
-. 6Q4 32QO 1557B04£+00, -. Q3156 50272 307 5E _00. -. Ql0201 BB 142 BQ1 E-OO.
-.60037304446IQ4E_00, -.7Q2626Q624BI44E_00, -.B52BI515040045E+00,
-. Q6 62Q3 31 602Q06 E-00, -. Q6 2 6B 362Ql510B E_00. -. QlOI 70333B6B 76£+00,
-.762002675560 I E-00, -. BI 924111775367£+00. -. 6Q637741792666E _00,
-.Q455B07Q76616IE_00. -.6466Q703335636E_00, -.47707Q325Q5215E_00.
-.969273654 3Q634E _00, -. 6Q 151 bb 75 211IIE +00. -.71706545712 041E _00.
-.BQ42645103B256E+00, -.46775B7720043E_00. -.Q437255770QOI5E_00.
-. BQ402B2 512407£+00. -. 705BI Q7755502E _00. -. 64Q9277366643 E_00.
-.Q77551415B264QE_00, -.Q3B67167473174f+00, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
• -.36BQOI44472753E_04, -.B622IQ34504B3IE+04. -.75Q60654402034E_02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0,
• • 7BQ 26539B76721 E-OI, .2 B3904123957B 3£-01. - .15 73B49211 051 6£-02. 0.0.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .lZZb969029088ZE+OO,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.5356331874Z154E-Ol, .44350914190497E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .1689Z94618554f-.E+OO, .39202536405585.E-OZ,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.257Z9Z74305052E-QZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. .32027204 666577E _00, .316 34Ql393QlI 6E _00. - .14Q14 74B 2 B904 7E-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.10632379912837E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, .1013590259321 7E _00, .1451 BI 69 559407£+00. .232 71213Q 6Q6 7BE-03,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
• 69133Z98Q06272E-04, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
o. O. -.25071 05 35 BB403E-OI, • 917BBQ196651 Q3E-OI. .14 739Q4~B51 079f-02.
0.0, 0.0,0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .1403336045341E+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.21Q34662630485E+00, .21005198924919E-OZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .4b512145522568E-Ol, .10401924624308f+00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.141776Q7982001E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. .24092252933934 E+OO, .11 76279BOQ900 8 E_00, .30 56402B 336268E-02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.Z0789841216751E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, • 34975339595409E-02, .6311 63 70561983 E-03, .767707150 I 71 BQE-04,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.168587222108?3E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. .2610252900614£000, • 3979020623P 2B6£OOO, • 2B563B69BB4 409E-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.2268912846587E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.777442441 7B 567E -00, .1269979171336 5E -00. • BI B95 5 62 36930IE -03, O. O.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .2342bf:08947063E+00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.57563700Q73023£_00 • • 70165B542507B5E-03, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .395225232Q997SF+OO, .455247942800A9~+00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.52002771655775E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. .1 B15906244 513E _00, .1556089553614 7F -00. -.14525B4B66339bE-03.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
• 6324136150149E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .151 04bb66B62 32 E_00, -.6796717015482 Q£+OO,
-.76155441 Q5 3q53 E+00. -. B2912B 3 34 3924 7E -00.
-.21266 704426779E-02. -.301 67499Q 5367E _00,
-.41244546 7B 1569£+00. -. 443q6 I B941303 4E _00,
-.65 33B441 64060IE _00, -.6 791717013B62 E-00.
-.371 65 5BB 2B 2B75E-02. -. B2038 55 Q977319E _00.
-.B7732442402454E_00. -.B4B4Q42996734E_00,
-.6 307b3030B 743 7E _00. -.7531514 B93643 E-OO,
-. 9B6 3B214 b2 52 3 BE_OO. -.996 BI B60151 BB 4E _00,
-. Q6 756705162441 E-00, -. QB4 328728 P160 8E _00,
-. Q5040 5B7164 74 3 E+00, -.967 32Q95B6114 7E +00.
-.96201~6903Q5Q4E_00. -.9B22BB703670B3E-00,
-.9909446Q7BI90BE_00, -.9B9B4434B04296E_00.
-. 9550939102102E _00, -.9507134016271 bE+OO.
-. 9BB BO 3 54 57B 16 7E -00. -. Q52 264363274 79E +00.
-. 9BO 10 32152709E -00, -. QB32 72 466413 35 E+ 00,
-.949497771 B9421 £+00. -. 96BOl5 635qz12 3E _00.
-. Q62 5Q49B6676B 3 E_00, -.9939622954354 E+OO.
-.Q6B22612Bb2022E_00, -.QB356914269604E+00,
-. QB6 293B04146 74E _00, -. 97B 24 701591 06 1£ -00,
-.99B5E+00, -.9995f_00. -.96900739553173E_00,
-. 9B77071 Ql5 6Qqz E-00. -. QB706Q4603646£+00.
-. 9Q3 0166BI20532 £+00, -. 9BB499999999Q9E _00,
-. 9Q6E_00, -. 9760BOI08363E+00, -. Q9526263 70 15B 4 E_00,
-.9955E+00, -.9995f+00, -.98287264686675E+00,
-.97572605Q51452E_00, -.9Q93265055015QE+00,
-. QB79481 B265552E -00. -. 9B5 499999Q9999E -00,
-.Q9299Q9999Q999E_00. -.959462137BB356E_00.
-.9Q6B60355BB4B4E+00, -.Q925E_00. -.9995E+00,
-. Q5 50146431 764 3 E_00, -.9550146431764 3E _00.
-. QB9999Q9999999£+00, -.9690073955317 3E _00,
-. 9B 70694603646E +00, -.9665 706B 3QOQ9E _00,
-.Q09B7779519357E_00. -.909B7779519357E_00,
-.9266435337375E_00, -.Q2B6435337375E_00.





-. 965Q9Q999QQ9Q9E -00. -.9613 790709B406E -00,
-.B64B4191976059E+00, -.B60342B414169BE_00,
-. 9153B 255 23533 B£+OO, -.915 3B 25 523533 BE _00.




-.6946614574659lf_00. -.79542 273026274E _00.
-.90340609329B02E_00. -.9310115025979IE_00.
-. Q0664199692 B3 7£+00. -.9 506B 621799 34 5E +00.
-.6917B532176906E_00. -.6540016103BOI5F-00,
-.QB74016319BI04E_00. -.69409373565937E_00,
-.960 B042 B791377E _00. -. 929694Q44 3606 3£+00.
-.66962572402 796f _00. -. 77B6 719032633 2E +00,
-. B9QQ3733 344 525£+00. -.966 IB 12 5361199E _00,
-.753B6Q962710IBE_00, -.BBQ03B04907803E_00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
• 9B8B 70 6241 764 BE-OI, • B81 B6QQ8650221E-0 3.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .36426593146111E+00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.33431401003272E-0?, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.2467 5571897595E _00. .4 B197B7071 6377E _00.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.1 Q9B 2463503243£+00, .7 2B 70399B0294IE -0 I,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.24723245B6QB79f-01. .59514936390792 f-02 •
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
• 3Q63 30 3BO I 61 61 E_00. .3761926439405 E-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .2228'4188334738£+00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.157b1294712521F-02. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0.
-.64471 6821 75 374E-02. .46750154 32 ~6 15£-01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.61 qz OB 5415777B E-OI. -.2573 731 642 6616 E-OI,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.b9962149051024E-01. -.20067024B70172E-OI,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.1360711065260 3£ -01. .400676006 731Q9E _00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.15506020142 B41 E_00. .1 6qz74 51 035 22 3f -0 2.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .23724928530189E+00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.1024030215B338E-03, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0,
.2990 B5B 74 5 B665E _00. .5374575680441 bF-OI,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.5471 06216 I 06 1'2E +00. .3945650203662 2F +00 •
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
APPENDIX E
BLOCK,BLK (Cont.)
.3458392373358 5E+00, .1940964578475 3E +00, .505913 71 75 7303E -02, 0.0,
0.0, 0,0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, -.48223050522651E-Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.107112444037Q5E+OO, .35570739304558f-OZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .18888125186885E+00, -.1090256261013lE+00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.15465386865193E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, .16600958605975E +00, .24644 345166096E-Ol, .109 5002990 n94E-0 2,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.238b0418715161E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, .259292 5306164 2 E+00, .343199713 3289lE +00, • 29522976362113E-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.151449Z2584506E-OZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.6390442883 581lE-01o .14972824919785 E+00, -.1081313443 8011E-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.2477910323Q97E-OZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
• 3b568 572180097E +00, .296595364 2114bE +00, .3841002758 3b93 E-02, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .17104643334213£+00,
0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ..
• 11295338239qz5E+00, .87288022082958E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .50028617961948E-Ol, -.25505615774562E-01o
0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.46978745942851E-02, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, • 20759l 41 930337E +00, .612685847678 27E-Ol, .3695659271 b755E-02,
0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.23282078728027E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, .2897376512494E-Ol, .38427372412322E-02, .7114281184055lE-03,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0.. 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0 ..
-.20fl39516360097E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, .10101903 724239E+00, -.591435581855 8lE-Ol, .23822068288878 E-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.21419493824203E-02, e.o, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, • 9l 07622953582 1 E-O 1, .4155215693 37PP E-02, .1095335 358 5502E-0~,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.42732092847206E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, .1359800166876 8E +00, .156430241 26114E+00, .30618 5b 14 40707E-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.26111911761713E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, • 916756q821 944 E-Olo -.42032818194575 E-Ol, .16813497356581 E-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.4114651136519E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.311 7b5418 8 3 768E +00, • 211740Z74469l 5HOO, .43278087489787 E-0 2, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .92105412033354f-Olt
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.13631062666039E-01, .67992481318305E-03 .. O. 0, O. 0, O. 0, o. 0, O. 0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.. 0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.26786148143023E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, .14061438783291 E+OO, .6575883954 278lF +00, -.28366094025 8lE-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.54434642228305E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
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O. O. -.3303 5Q753 887Q1E-02. -. 722Q6562 502574E-02. .14465523 378887E-02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
• 74521671564677E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.11515Q371 6207 2E-01. .14H335Q654 e 18E-01. - .1513704 Q42 8Q75E-03.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
• 25048498865467E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.815723824538 51E-02. -. Q2161 OQ2 250Q8 E-02. .138Q3080Q 3286bE-02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0.
• 47828147142831E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. .171234 2854213IE-02. .180481 7Q0941 Q3 F-O 1. .5368021652 7008E -0 2.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
• 3382210082441E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .18170862 8354 54 E-O 3. -.5031533683282 5E-03. .280263435666 81E-02. 0.0.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .57106343172232E-OZ,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.35378576552811E-01 •• 6577002828683E-04. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
.17244 58662Q705 E+00. .12028 3Q1610 35QE +00.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.1624 6605533156E +00. • 575Q4 6Q86 1024 4E-02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .29518216800296£+00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.1976881686Q28E-01, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.1575 65604Qb4 35E +00, .124402148Q0676E +01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.111Q07482H2 54 E+01. .19345648461275E-01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .1603939374210Z£+00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.9654277032022E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.140765Q3 4230Q2 F+00. .14203331764872 E+01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.8 512Q3 35565062 E+00. .14708 6Q31 78 38QE-0 1,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .27756052645958e+00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.39360657344484F-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.2385 520608Q964 E+OO, .2 50~2021Q272 5QE +00.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.1708 5002b91 Q5eE +00. .1 QQ44 50881686E-01.
0.0. 0.0. 0.0•• 405515Q773126Qf-01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.1054113Q820356E-01. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0.
.373785404 H12 8 E+OO. .442585671 Q615IE-0 1.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
• 6Q55 87Q056 841 QE-01, • 54Q45 38724Q82 QE +00.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.5Q500812528526E+00, .482Q8847854761E+00.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .12128Q5 34QQQQ7E-Ol. .2588 8461258018E +00.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.122627848 7Q4 87E +00. • Q6 722 811426Q76E-0 1.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.2477 35 5486440QE +00. .1804Q666Q73 71 E+OO.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.26301 Q8Q1 77 52QE+00. .3348820447832 5E +00.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.23077816081843 E-01. .1852725322860 7E-0 1 •
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.11 OQQ9H52 3 464E-02. .215235468731 QQE -0 1 •
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.15669672675302E-01. .10512504232 278E-03 •
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .184 Q5 338Q2 574E-01. .20216181467M 6"-0 1 •
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.3304016178Q987E-01, .30661845030233E-01 •
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
• 3?30Q5208Q701 QE-01. .10678 54Q362?0 8E-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .160085Q046Q009E-Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.47377257815548E-02. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
- .104 Q54 273 5 4865E-01, • 2Q21 6735820522 E-01 •
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.1 018015Q480441 E-01. .2 Q8 B2105531271E -010
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,- 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.102854Q3510057E-01o .21625311 0Q84?QE-01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.3 34Q 5632824 74 8E-02. -.1 Q8B0815204 3QQ F-02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-. 417Q2 36512H46f-02, .17Q8605 3306236 F-01 •
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.5275 QQ174 744Q8E-02, .1130456612485 5f-01 •
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-. 42044024Q96076E-02. .14 318Q0022 81 Olf-O I •
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, e.o, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.2372 Q4 7738 86Q4 F-02. .1 PQ14 530Q64 705F -01 •
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .112 015Q41 7 23Q3 E-01. -.103 ?675051565 E-O 1•
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.1 0~3 3157404 5QQE-01. .lb04137 2025 72 5E -02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, -.7f132443125071E-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
APPENDIX E
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0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. -.4266946075224bE-02•• 33179337435936E-01.
0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0,
• 843584b9 CH5271E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
o. O. .1 Z42 169B4b4 326E-01. • 3b4911 6351 969lE-01. .5331054903 996bE-02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0,
• 81041618024183F-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0,
O. O. .44360734 367M 3E-01o .4323633494 5249E-01. .221046931664 3bE-03.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
• 1078415238942Q£-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.72 3b764b5 7404 3E-02. .2 b04 60b1577 376E-01. .126967b730b04E-03.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.133120QlOOZ014E-OZ, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. .1032764b3906lE-Ol. .19653511 91 2lb2E-01. • 433b497b653 73 6E-02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.51260101451317£-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -. 22b60722976Z4 3E-01. .2062562 3655076E-01. • 340225b30 31437E-02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.13407325555864E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.22063 56444215lE-01. .5481594393652 5E-01. .62 50295277b033E-02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.86901676235455E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. '-.15 3156M0397 62E-01. .2151 2966675294E-01. .14763 272065617E-02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
• 5063940767865E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.78663242837b97E-02•• 2314219956b604E-02 •• 14600336b92b14E-02. 0.0.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .64353330045557E-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.19l60b49469573E-01•• 5432975b035217E-02. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. -.19361774b64125E-01•• 69252604731508E-02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
• 17064409244Cil9E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.67422291977067E-02•• 33363736291085E-Ol •• 33520667506936E-03. 0.0.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .6446346315238ZE-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.259b0940794902E+00. -.155198290013b4E-04. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. -.155b722737M03E+01. -.3556257390b97~H01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.33760259333354E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -. 5b76901550b09 E-01. -.129604703974 5lE +00. -. 7759914500b6 1 9E-05.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.77599145006819E-05, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.765107350 67396E-02. -.17945462301499E-01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.4Cill0771062605E-04, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.1703b704b51627E+00. -.36941411192354E+00.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.77599145006819E-05, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.35200769914449H01. -.6045971b9b804bEe01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.48099992165438E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -. 22715bOb2024 3bEeoo. -.51 qz 1861569605E +00.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.21057724360242£-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.139b19297462bbE+01. -.3191326713371E+01. -.19076226447093E-03.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.20067976403667E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.11925b9325b279E+01. -.27256967634b47E+01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.Q3644Cil29066736E-04, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.90098 5939142E +00. -.20 5941b1 04915 3E +01. -.123114696 0441 2E-03.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.106379CilI355543E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.130b14 735bb40lE +01. -.29655061914136 E+010
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.13966612078216E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.10235902572391 Ee02. -.23 39b572 2 3 2656E+02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.13986612076216E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.45431212404872EeOO. -.1036437b3179blE+01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.37123262793735£-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.5360b035993009E+00. -.12296b3999555bE+01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.7759QI45006819E-05, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -. 5b769015 50b09E-01. -.129604703974 5lE +00. -.7759914 500b61 9E-05.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,' 0.0, O~O,
-.26423496136727E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.1100b05b2096b4E+01. -.2515b940220157E+01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.6983Q230506137E-0", 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -. 5b 76901550b09E-0 10 -.1 296047039745lE +00. -.7759914 500M 19f-05.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.2658135QI873Q6E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.1945291045 3Z44H01. -. 444b4 2 200bb5bf+01. -. 2b56 135916 739~E-03.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.7759914500bBleE-04, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -. 2b03770651132bE+01. -.595153306323 3lE +01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.376696365865Cil6E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.7b49417902bb25E-01o -.17464550796642E+00.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.20951769151641E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. - .105 53 51 673730lE +010 -.24122556973 3blE+0 1.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.22Q87611329471E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
o. O. - .13b6621b64104E +01. -.312 67b51b 55 091 E+01. -.1670421443419 3F-0 3.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.22503752051977E-03. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
.4b475057237199E-02. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
-.20113 b9044 2 26bE-02. .5062 2b374 7 64 72 E-01 •
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.1b 7 53962 764106E-01. • 46307b614907B1 E-01 •
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.59463003041077E-02. • Zbb31393725b 11 f-01 •
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
• 442b 5242252 53bE-02. .139141520bOb07E -01.
0.0, .0.0, 0.0, '0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.27526264007b46E-03•• 26b73976366793E-01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.17696956792504E-01. .14772 Z46762 544E-01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.696749622 b 57b9f-02. .42 52032201 O~ 57E-Ob
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.54331 27013204lE-02. • 7b27 593544 31 06f-0 l •
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.14b25741707672E-01. .4 550b211 94441 2E-02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, .122491696Q0353f-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.361b159b620777E-02. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
-.573 26546lb115 6E-02. .100557711 9499E-01 •
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
.13699797763622 E-01. • 9321149bO 1741 6E -03.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, -.11357803101218E+00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.2127176159017bF-03. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
-.24 70bb11 014669E +01. -. 5b4 72 793Z05179E +010
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.5b76901550b09E-01. -.12960470397451E+00.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.10726071022794E-05, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.359362b3752343E+00. -.62145367557044E.00.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.23279743502046E-04, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-. 5b7 6901550b09E-01. -.12960470397451 E+OO.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.460999921b5436E-03. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
-.35200769914449E+01. -.6045971b9b604bf+Ol.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.3103Q658002727E-04, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.154105746 65995E +01. -.35224 507b5041 2E +01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.14b6b25231713E+01. -. 335b66973920b1 E+01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.162Q5B20451432f-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.b6531725611603E+00. -.15bM54410b9bbf+01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.793151596b3001E+00. -.16129352576059E+01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.176476033515b6E-03. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
- .102 35902572 391 H02. -.233 9b572 232 65 6E +02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.1396b6120762lbE-02. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
-.10235902572391E+02. -.2339b572232656E+02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.b207931b005455E-04. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
-.271b7741941549E+01. -.b20962690b0657E+01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.735230b3431445E-04, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.5b76901550b09E-Ol. -.12960470397451E+00.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.19337362263037Ee01. -.44200153155014E+01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.15039165732662E-03. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
-.5111011395 546H +00. - .11b 62423 35770bf +01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.1945291045 3244F +01. -. 444b42 200bb5bH01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-. 5b 76901550b09E +00. -.12960470397451 H01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0.
-.35579132b9b6b6E-03. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
-.l75b7592091659E+OJ. -.b3012240992099E+01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.1045251Q44863QF-04, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .153 330341 6bb44E +01. -.3504727007311 6E +010
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.14420817536915E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.lb62291494476E+01. -.3645274433b622f+01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0.
-.1 M b661449b 7bbE +01. -.3 7b 43 3b4152bO 6E +01.





0.0, - .1704 368 B537B88E+02, -.389573 745129B 3 E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.23289286607915E-02, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, - 01 70436BB53 7B 88E +02, -.389573 74 51298 3 E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0,
-.108b38803009'5E-03, 0,0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.460421 0560629E +01, -.10524010363 56Q E+02, -. 62Q 14066 B12607F-03,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.ZQQQ0031834347E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.567B901550609E-Ol, -.12980470397451E+00, -.77599145006BI9F-05,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.77599145006819E-05, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.782894 7Bl Q150BE +00, -.1769490B B13621 E+01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.4841634321227SE-04, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.B51B3523259136E+00, -.IQ470705596177E+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.775Q9145006819E-05, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.6572 201221 07B 2E +01. - .1502 23177204 3lE +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.89805b06010727E-03, 0."0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -. 90B62424B0974 5E +00, -.2076 B75263 5922 E+01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.13Qb7846101227E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0" 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.510Q3462524006E+01, -.11678621 B51341 E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.6Q816504546702E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -. 2406396364165E +01, -.5 5003B 7136 24 57 E+0 I, -. 328B 2116 43416IE -0 3,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.818Q2864052374E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.59931267620278 E+01, -.136QB70631307B F+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.1551982Q001364E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -. 35200769914449E +01, -.6045971696 B046E+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.480QQ9921b5438E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, - .1541 057488 5Q95E +01, -.35224507650412 E+01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.21057724360242E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.146B625231713E+01, -.3356B8973Q206lE+Ol, -.20067976403667E-03,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.51881726935086E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.3796B356995972E+Ol, -.867B56495B2911E+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.51881726935086E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.10235902572391E+02, -.2339657223285BE+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.13986812078216E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.102 35Q0257 239 IE +02, -. 233Q65722 3 2 B56 E+02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.16500247145445E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.12075297877505E +02, -.27600944 521131E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.lb500247145445E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.6104 52693BOB 16E +01, -.1 B524 60995 9742 E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.11074401545356E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.147651440315 B3E +01, -.33749223033373 E+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.85"Sb140886159E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.47153561 9B 3807E +01, -.1077805998 2384E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.3557913269b868E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.215675920918 59E +01, -.630122 40992099E +01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.37669636586596E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.31113540360062 E+01. -. 7111734302924E+0 1, -. 425149B4 7B290 3E-03,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.86838520051218E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.63550623673511E+Ol, -.14525995599362E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.23269286607915E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0; -.t704368B5376B6E+02, -.36957374512963E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.23289286607915E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.1 9946251012156E +02, -.455 Q166640163B F+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.27255482611222E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.19946251012156E +02. -. 455Q1666401636 E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.18313111748701E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. - .13402002402274E +02, -.30633440974 273E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.18313117748701E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.657220122107B2E+Ol, -.1502231772043lE+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.89805b06070727E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.657Z20122107B2E+Ol, -.1502231772043lE+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.51860021496237E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.42343426047334 E+01, -.96 7B5B9B 3 7063 3 E+01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.512154357045E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.561546573975BE+Ol, -.132926200Q7319E+02, -.79465221434112E-03, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, -.5~15465739758E+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.B6969151662923E+Ol, -.51991427154566F-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, -.b30Q3548509207E+01, -.144215Z0Z780Q1E+02,
-.23289266607915E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0.
- .170436B6 5 37 6B6E +02, -.3 6Q5737451296 3E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.232692B6607915E-02. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0,
-.79504621708526E+00, -.1 A1726565 56432F.+01>
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.21 Q4 746324464 QE +01> -.5016610946614 BE +01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.567890155 0609E-Ol, -.12 Q804 70397451 E+OO,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.106Q7837454216E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.35432303605774F+OO, -.60966696174636E+00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.1l639B71751023E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.56769015 50609E-Ol, -. 129B 04 70397451 E+00,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.PQ805606070727E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.65722012210762 E+01, - .150 2 231 77 20 43lE +02,.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.12415863201091E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.10222022791 096HOl, -.23364 B46715412 HO 1,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.69816504546702E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.51 0934B2524006E +01, - .116 7B621B51341 E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.5993126762027 BE +01, - .1369B 70631307 BE +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.IHS92864052374F-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .113 57 B031 0121 BE +0 1, -.25960940794902 E+0 1,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, O. 0, 0.0,
-.48099992165438E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-. 352007A9Q1444 9E +01, -. B04 5971696B046E +01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.21057724360242E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.15410574665Q95F+Ol, -.35224507650412E+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.3 7Q6B 35e99597 2E +01, -. B6 7656495B291IE +01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.518!!1726935086E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.3 796B35B995972E+Ol, -. B67B56495 62911 E+0 1,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.139B681207B216E-02. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0,
-.10235902 5723QlE +02, -.2339657223285 BE +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.139B6812076216E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0.
- .120 75297B77 505E+02, -.2760094452113 7E +02,
0,.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.lb500247145445F-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .12075297B77505E +02. -.2760094452113 7E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.11074401545356F-02. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-. BI0 452693 6061 BE+Ol, -.1 B5 24 B09959742E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.20175771101773F-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.627 B0466003 37BE+Ol, - .143499576 76 B72E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.64432BI436314lE-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.260 3770B511326E+Ol, -.59515 330B 32 33lE +01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.376696365B6596F-03, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0,
-.275675920QI659E+Ol, -.630122409Q209QE+Ol.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.63550623673511 E+01, - .145 259955 99362E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.66B3B520051218E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.1 704366B 53 7B8 BE +02, -.3 B95 7374 51296 3E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.23269266607915E-02. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .170436BB 5 37B68 E+02, -.3 BQ57374 5129B 3E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, ,0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.272554B2611222E-02. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.19946251 012156E +02, -.4559166640163 6E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.27255482611222E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .134 02002402 274E+02, -.306 33440Q74273E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.18313117748701E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.13402002402274E+02, -.30633440974273E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.89805606070727E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.65722012210782 E+0 I> - .15022 31 712043lF +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.S9805bOb070727E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.423434260 47334 E+01, -. Q67 65 69B3 7063 3E +0 I,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.57860021496237f-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.374B075023402E+Ol, -.B567110462317BE+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .132 9262009731 9E+02, -.794652214 34112E-03,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, -.38048640389081E+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.B6213Q51344792E-03. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0.
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0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0.
-.6b2139513441QZE-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.36616530544141 E+OJ, -.662671 96 702667E +OJ,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0,
-.5QQ39021420113E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.43664690734912E+Ol, -.10026356516266E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0,
-,1767233713441E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.13079426006735 E+02, -.296961210314 99E +02, -01767233 713441E-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.1767233713441E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, D.O. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -013590424466372E +02, -.310641240966 E+02, -.16570566399975 F-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.1857058639Q975E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.13590424466372E+02, -.310641240966E+02, -.16570566399975E-02,
0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
-.13132463160074E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.961 06630929793E +01, -.2196746546 5696E +02,
0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
-.13132483180074E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.6099797766953E+Ol, -.13942526127731E+02, -.63350466417449E-03,
0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0,
-.83350466417449E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0.
0.0, -.609979776 6953E+Ol, - .13942 52 6127731 E+02, -.6335046641 7449E -03,
0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0".0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0.
-.45ge0220762463E-03, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0.
0.0, -.3364946762 6034f +01, -.76913649296594 E+01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0.
-.57423367305046E-03. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
0.0, -.33922024711071E+Ol, -.77536797153394E+Ol,
0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0.
-.22629639839566E-03. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0.
0.0, -.42591761629566E+Ol, -.97353527960664F+Ol,
0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.31949342708223E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.233 61336460b95E+Ol, -.534435652674 35F +01,
0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0,
-.56975350205182E-03, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0,
0.0, -.904091017594 37E +01, -. 206651349469E +02, -.1235391 9036709E-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0,
-.14266649609551E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.61409004012701E+Ol, -.14036477657912E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0.
-.22810275078178E-03, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.66 76303610520lE +01, -.15717415536226E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.244969144Z3032E-02, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.2093723831473 6E +02, -.47657001673836 E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.19671316004124E-02, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.53422322056049E+Ol, -.12210933115001E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.513549Z8882787E-04, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.11427774327676F+02, -.2612067655505E+02, -.15615440931159E-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.40677115198101E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.34679750453151 E+02, -. 792b67582 51293E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.31750042438881E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.12001902345765E+02, -. 27433161703174E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.10620990750918E-02, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.10199093495903E+02, -.233124 36397177E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0,
-.149Q1209145883E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.76355776974176 E+Ol, -.17910062965646 H02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.30981762140136E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.235 527Q41303lE +02, -.536354 72275966E +02, -.3216363042123 3E-02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.22842836973763E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0.
0.0, -.10603416166104E+02, -.24236615904 726E+02,
0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.7622374ge35193E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, - .1556777949969E +01> -.35563635914 202E +01, -.2127253 60365F-0 3,
0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.26564314869906E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.1 0202676605667F+02, -.23320626440 567F+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.47634391018545E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -. 3n97615626406E +02, -.696244 37060526E +02,
0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.33832811977516E-02, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.2053023793347 6E+02, -. 4b926 70640144 5f +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0,
-.1608204754458E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.1430e976335601E+Ol, -.32706548625251E+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0.
-.47476129130125E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.6180625 6506476E +01, -.14127736900127 F+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.54800976621525E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -.593n300533917E+02, -.13575512659366E+03,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.60831074916481E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, -. 79651097697204E+Ol, -.16251653670357E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.16647104957836E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0.
-.63093 54650n07E +01, - .144 215 2027609lE +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.52767416604636E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.43664 690734912E +01, -.1002635651626 6E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.59939021420113F-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.13079426006735E +02, -. 29896121031499E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.1307942600673 5 F+02, -. 29696121031499E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .13 590424466 37 2F +02, -. 31064124096bE +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0,
-.961066 30n9793F +01, -.21967465465 b96E +02,
0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.13132463180074F-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.96106630929793F+Ol, -.21967465465696E+02,
0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.6099797766953 E+01, -.139425261277 31 F+02,
0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.336494676260 34F +01, -.76913649206 594E +01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0,
-.45960220762463E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.42023671474 507E +0 1. -.960 55460941139F +0 1,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0,
-.46352626074649F-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .16560942361329F +01, -.3785394414031 9E +01.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0,
-.58199356755114F-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.233 61336460b95F +01, -.5344356526743 5E +01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.31949342708223f-03, 0.0, 0.0, o.Oi
-. 431 59~51764626E+Oh -.9665157502062 9E +01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0.
- .10440694 75025 2E +02, -.23664673110936E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0,
-.B3912111605366E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .1669313579420 3E +01, -.3 6156103444696E +01,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.93961002161211E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.17927461 093766E +02, -.409 77445366069E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.26609613629476E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.14 396010121325E +0 2, -.329054603 21494E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.7299873690900lE-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.3756263466734 9E +00, -.6590444 31569f +00,
0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0.
-.29766540946606E+02, -.66043029293204F+02,
0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0,
-.47388019b76547E-02, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0.
-.23235463466606E+02, -.53110163676316E+02,
0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.16399956066345E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.77727094595036F+Ol, -.177663627b3b33E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.13936514448675F.-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.10970945730984E+02, -.25076666930362F+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.10106896827414F-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.22673236546969E+02, -.51625035737902E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.1671696541234E+02, -.36210571663603 F+02,
0.0. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0.
-.14469002435804F-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.5578246655665 5E +01, - .127 50 399668 85AE +02,
0.0. 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.19440436990939E+Ol, -.44435709023223E+Ol,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.13941410576063f-02, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0,
-.35006416262 523E +02, -.8001543013673 2F +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.53698356416473E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.24759706673 535E +02, -.565941563 2712E +02,
0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.28053469429376E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.117692486 40266E +O?, -.26901397162 209E +0 2,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.19552451735048f-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.347442311 76lE +02, -.79416'14 4173366E +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.64457671468242f-03, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0,
-.40104 739695717E +02, -.9166665211466 E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0.
-.61156394425004f-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-. 44517716026732E+Ol, -.101755 75608644F +02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.10911224414542F-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
- .1216277213 6202 E+01, -.276 46602316236E +01,







O. o. - .123213224271 76E+02. -.281632 917Z0783E +02.
0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.43907953274902E-02, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0,
0.0. -.37523259761979E+02. -.65768270166666E+02.
0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0,
-.34349742145504E-02, 0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0. 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.12009228716656E+02. -.27449927858779E+02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.8ZbOZ9Z8459693E-02, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0,
0.0. -.63915381504472E+Ol. -.14609369614298E+02.
0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, o~o, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ..
-.155Z9554743501E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.3841 0666260495E +010 -.67796647273672E+Ol.
0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0,
-.1644663419719aE-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0,
0.0. -.33412410655729E+02. -.76371953899722E+02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.54330616650Q04E-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
O. O. -.2795496500633 3E +02. -.63897673259262 E+02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.1722110S039666E-02, 0.• 0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
D.O. -.25496659894377E+Ol. -.5627863646577E+Ol. -.34839818769549E-03.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.95180512110327E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0.. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0 •.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0,
• O.
-.16836426502228F-02, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.32132876724974E+02. -.73447276977137E+02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.51273522695354E-02. 0.0. 0.0. 0.0.
-.25138009435025£+02. -.57458656156291E+02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.16409Q67182379E-02, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0,
-.60450910699?58f+02. -.13817483006603E+03.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.87336Q42071125E-03, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.11364920645116E+02. -.25977209622077E+02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.52486116098227E-03. D.O. D.O. 0.0.
-.1 2036062566999E +02. -.27511262954 7Z4E+02,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-,45656267790436[-02. D.O. 0.0. 0.0.
-.39760518381646£+02. -.90882053023955E+02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.38196960908373E-02. 0.0. D.O. D.O.
-.1?602839902987E+02. -.2880676638372E+02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
-.6965550429242 5f +010 - .1592141 0213 39M +02.
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 .. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
APPENDIX E
SPFPOUT
R d d t { E23 SECTIONN ~P~R~O~P:':E~R~T~I~E~S ---cross-seetionalo a a 1 10.657- 2 (' )
{
E21 SECTION PROPERTIES area, em ~nverse"7'
DSY 1 40393.3008 0.0000 3035.1865 0.0000 167.4450~
Beam data 346.14588 0.00000 7.56862 0.00000 0.00000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -10.9297 21.1677 4.012210
21.1677 4.0122 -21.1677 -10.9297 -21.1677
Membrane data { SHElL SFCTION PROPERTIES
1 .125~ThiekneSs, em
(inverse)









DSY 2 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
OSY 3 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
OSY 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0· 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
DSY 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0




















































COPY 1,2 OEM DIAG 0 0
CHANGE 2,DFM DIAG 0 O,DMDV DlAG 0 1
COpy 1,2 K SPAR 25 0





1 2 2 16 2 16 $






























RSOUT (nonrepeatable part cont.)
COpy 1,2 DEM DIAG 0 0
CHANGE 2,DEM DIAG 0 O,DMIX DIAG 0 2
COpy 1,2 K SPAR 25 0





1 2 2 16 2 16 $




























COPY 1,2 OEM DIAG 0 0
CHANGE 2,DEM DrAG 0 O,DMIY DIAG 0 2
COPY 1,2 K SPAR 25 0





1 2 2 16 2 16 $































COpy 1,2 OEM DIAG 0 0
CHANGE 2,DEM DIAG 0 O,DMDA DIAG 0 2
COpy 1,2 K SPAR 25 0





1 2 2 16 2 16 $

















RSOUT (nonrepeatable part cone.)
rXQT TOPO









oI S·A BLEI , AMAP
DISABLE 1,E21 EFIL
DISABLE 1,DIR E21
COpy 1,2 DEM DIAG 0 0
CHANGE 2,DfM DIAG 0 O,DMJO DIAG 0 2
COPY 1,2 K SPAR 25 0
CHANGE 2,K SPAR 25 O,DKJO SPAR 25 2
rXOT ELO
F41 $ MEMBANE PANELS
NSECTc 2
1 17 18 2 2 16 1 $
49 65 66 50 2 16 1$
17 33 34 18 1 1 2 2 16$
23 39 40 24 1 1 9 2 16$
32 48 33 17$
















COpy 1,2 OEM DIAG 0 0
CHANGE 2,OEM DIAG 0 O,DMDV DIAG 0 3
COpy 1,2 K SPAR 25 0







DEFINE AI-OKOA SPAR 25 2
DEFINE A2-DKIX SPAR 25 2
DEFINE A3-DKIY SPAR 25 2
DEFINE A4-0KJO SPAR 25 2
DEFINE BI-OMOA DIAG 0 2
DEFINE BZ-OMIX DIAG 0 2
DEFINE 83-DMIY OIAG 0 2
DEFINE B4-0MJO DIAG 0 2
Sl-SUM( .10000+01 AI, .31119+03 A2)
SZ-SUM( .23383+02 A3, .26667+01 A4)
DKDV SPAR 25 2-SUM(SI,S2)
T1-SUM( .10000+01 B1, .31119+03 B2)
TZ-SUM( .23383+02 B3, .26667+01 B4)





lei; J e1, 80; 1.0
DEFINE UN-UNIT VEe
DEFINE W1-DMDV DIAG 0 1
DEFINE W2-0MDV OIAG 0 2
DEFINE W3·0MDV DIAG a 3
OBJF G1 1 1-XTY(UN,W1)
OBJF G2 1 1-XTY(UN,WZ)
OBJF G3 1 1-XTY(UN,W3)
rXOT DeU
PRINT 1 OBJF Gl
PRINT 1 OBJF G2
PRINT 1 OBJF G3
[XOT AUS
OUTLIS-3
DEFINE F1-STAT DISP I 1
DEFINE L1-0KDV SPAR 25 1
DEFINE L2-0KDV SPAR 25 2
DEFINE L3-DKDV SPAR 25 3
ALPHA; CASE TITLE 100
1 "LOAD CASE 1 DERIVATIVE 1 DESIGN VARIABLE I
2 "LOAD CASE 1 DERIVATIVE 1 DESIGN VARIABLE 2
3 "LOAD CASE 1 DERIVATIVE 1 DESIGN VARIABLE 3
OUTLIB-4
APPL FORC 100 1- PROOUCT(-1.0 LI,I.O FI)
APPL FORe 100 2- PRODUCT(-1.0 l2,1.0 F1)
APPL FORC 100 3- PRODUCT(-l.O L3,1.0 E1)
INLIB-4
OUTLIB-3
DEEINE Zl-APPL FORC 100 1
DEFINE Z2-apPL FORe 100 2
125
APPENDIX E
RSOUT (repeatable part cone.)













PRINT APPl FORC 100










CHANGE 3,STAT DISP 100 1,0DIS DISP 100 1
CHANGE 3,STRS E23 100 1,DSTR £23 100 1
COpy 3,4 DSTR E23 100 1
CHANGE 3,STRS E2l 100 1,DFAM E21 100 1
COPY 3,4 DFAM E21 100 1
CHANGE 3,STRS E41 100 1,DSTR f41 100 1
COpy 3,4 DSTR E41 100 1
CHANGE 3,STRS E23 100 2,DSTR f23 100 2
COpy 3,4 OSTR E23 100 2
CHANGE 3,STRS E21 100 7,DFAM E2l 100 2
COpy 3,4 DFAM E21 100 2
CHANGE 3,STRS E4l 100 2,DSTR E4l 100 2
COpy 3,4 DSTR E41 100 2
CHANGE 3,STRS E23 100 3,DSTR E23 100 3
COpy 3,4 DSTR E23 100 3
CHANGE 3,STRS E21 100 3,DFAM E21 100 3
COpy 3,4 DFAM E21 100 3
CHANGE 3,STRS E41 100 3,DSTR E41 100 3
COpy 3,4 OSTR E41 100 3
COpy 1,4 OBJF Gl
COpy 1,4 OBJF GZ
































Creates PASS file, setting NPASS to 1 for first pass
EDPASS2
Changes NPASS from 2 to 1 when restarting
EDIT1
Edits out all information from NRRS file except
ELD input in nonrepeatable part
EDIT2











SPFPOUT file is merged into
SPARS. E+ and E- are changed
to + and - because SPAR does not









RStl W 1,1 '.,11;*
RStl G /,1 G/;*
RStI,W 1,1,'.,11)*
RStl F 1,1 F/;*





Remove blanks from RSOUT in
repeatable part
(See ref. 10 for more detail on edit commands.)
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